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ABSTRACT

The release of ionic solute from melting seasonal snow produces an influx of ion

laden water into hydrologic systems at the start of spring snowmelt. The spatial

and temporal variability of meltwater and solute release from melting snow was in-

vestigated at different spatial scales to assess the magnitude and variability of this

process. Four laboratory experiments were performed where an 0.4 m3 volume of

snow was placed in a plexiglass box and melted from above. NaC1 and dye tracer

experiments revealed contemporaneous areas of concentrated dye and dilute melt-

water in flow fingers, indicating that meltwater in preferential flow paths is diluted

by low concentration water from the top of the snowpack. Meltwater discharge and

meltwater electrical conductivity were measured in snow lysimeters, and snow accu-

mulation and electrical conductivity of samples from snowpits were measured over

four snowmelt seasons at an alpine field site. Peak snow-water equivalent ranged

from 0.57 to 2.92 m, and lysimeter discharges ranged from 20 to 205% of the mean

flow; however mean lysimeter flow was representative of snow ablation observed in

snow pits. The electrical conductivity in snowpit samples and lysimeter meltwater

averaged 2-3 /IS cm-1 . Peak meltwater electrical conductivity ranged from 6 to 14

times that of the bulk premelt snowpack. The highest conductivities were observed

14
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during the first few days following the onset of flow, and the lysimeters that began

flowing earliest tended to have the highest conductivities at the onset of flow.

A mathematical model for solute transport in snow was developed that includes

the effects of mass transfer between mobile and immobile liquid phases, advection,

hydrodynamic dispersion, and melt—freeze episodes. The ability of the model to

accurately simulate solute movement and release depends on the validity of the as-

sumption of one—dimensional flow and on the accuracy of modeling the snowpack

energy balance. This model is preferable to the empirical models of solute elution

currently in use for investigations of watershed hydrogeochemical response because it

has the ability to respond directly to changes in snow accumulation or meteorlogical

conditions.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

Despite their relatively small area, regions that accumulate deep winter snowpacks

are of great practical importance. The delay between accumulation and melting of

mountain snowpacks makes water available during the spring and summer seasons,

when other sources of water may be scarce. Throughout the southwestern United

States, the construction of large water distribution systems, such as California's State

Water Project and Arizona's Central Arizona Project, has allowed arid and semi-

arid regions to rely on mountain snowpacks for municipal and agricultural water

supply. For example, snowmelt from the Sierra Nevada and Rocky Mountains (via

the Colorado River) provides over 80% of the water used in California and, even in

areas relying heavily on groundwater pumping, snowmelt runoff can be an important

source of aquifer recharge.

The research presented here investigates hydrologic and hydrochemical processes

occurring in melting snowpacks. While the processes studied here dominate headwa-

ter catchments, they also influence streamflows and water quality in streams below

16
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the headwaters. Chemicals are introduced into alpine watersheds throughout the

entire year by wet and dry deposition of trace gases and particulates, but the start of

the snowmelt season is of particular hydrochemical importance because of the sudden

introduction of solute into alpine aquatic ecosystems.

1.2 The Ionic Pulse

Snow is among the purest forms of naturally occurring water, yet it is not entirely

pure. When seasonal snow accumulates during the winter, chemical impurities are

incorporated into the snowpack, either due to wet deposition, where chemical species

are incorporated into the snow crystals as they form and fall through the atmosphere;

as dry deposition, where impurities are deposited on the snowpack surface; or as oc-

cult deposition, where fog droplets impact the snow surface. Windblown terrestrially

derived material such as dust or leaves may also be incorporated into the snowpack.

When the snowpack begins to melt, the first meltwater to issue from the snowpack

contains an ionic pulse, where solute concentrations in the initial melt are higher than

concentrations in bulk snowpack. The ionic pulse was first documented by Johann-

son and Henriksen [1978] in Norway and has since been observed at various locations

around the world [Tranter, 1991]. The ionic pulse links snowpack hydrologic pro-

cesses with catchment biogeochemistry, especially in catchments where annual runoff

is dominated by snowmelt and chemical inputs from the atmosphere are dominated

by wet deposition. Under these circumstances, the ionic pulse can cause episodic
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depression of the acid—neutralizing capacity of streams and lakes, because any strong

acids that have accumulated in the snowpack are released over a short period of time

at the onset of melt [Charles, 1991]. The intensity of the ionic pulse varies depending

on the location of solute within the snow profile, the chemical composition of the

solute load, the thermal and metamorphic history of the snowpack, the manner in

which the ionic pulse is sampled, and meltwater flow conditions within the snow-

pack. At the catchment scale, the intensity of the ionic pulse depends on the spatial

distribution of snowmelt and snowmelt runoff routing within the catchment. Hydro-

chemical models of catchments have generally treated the ionic pulse in an empirical

fashion, where the temporal decline in meltwater solute concentration is given by a

prescribed monotonically decreasing function of ablation, and the parameters of the

function are fit to observations, avoiding any need to actually model the snow physics

that produce the ionic pulse (e.g. Gherini et al. [1985] and Wolford et al. [1996]).

This approach is attractive as a simple means of characterizing the ionic pulse in

integrated watershed models; however it masks the effect of snowpack physics and

hydrology on the ionic pulse and is therefore not strictly applicable to climate con-

ditions, hydrologic conditions, or chemical loadings outside the range for which the

parameters were calibrated.

The concentration factor (CF) is the ratio of the instantaneous concentration issu-

ing from the snowpack to the bulk concentration of the initial snowpack [Johannson
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and Henriksen, 1978]. Expressing concentrations in terms of the CF eases compari-

son of data from different sites and experiments. In the following chapters, electrical

conductivity (EC) is used as a surrogate for ion concentration. EC can be expressed

in terms of concentration factor as well, by normalizing the instantaneous EC by the

bulk initial snowpack EC. Tranter [1991] compared the results of various studies and

found that initial maximum CF ranged from 1 to 20 for nine field studies and from

1 to 17 for nine laboratory studies, with CF of 2 to 6 being typical in both field and

lab situations. The magnitude of the ionic pulse that has been observed in various

studies has been attributed to such factors as melt rate [Colbeck, 1981; Marsh and

Pomeroy, 1993], melt—freeze cycles [Tsiouris et al., 1985; Bales et al., 1993], solute

concentration [Brimblecombe et al., 1987; Domine and Thilbert, 1995], variable con-

centration of ions in the snowpack profile [Colbeck, 1981; Bales et al., 1989], hetero-

geneous flow paths [Jones, 1985; Bales, 1990; Marsh and Pomeroy, 1993; Harrington

et al., 1996], metamorphic history [Davis, 1991; Hewitt et al., 1991], snowpack energy

fluxes [Suzuki, 1991; Williams et al., 1996], and scale effects on sampling [Marsh and

Pomeroy, 1993]. In any given snowmelt situation, it is unclear which of these factors

will dominate, and Tranter [1991] summarized the state of knowledge as follows:

Even the simple observation of variable maximum  CF values is largely

unexplained... As yet, there is no robust model of snowmelt composition

which accounts for all these influences. Hence, our understanding of these

controlling factors is largely qualitative at present.
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The objectives of this work were to investigate what factors affect the spatial and

temporal variability of the ionic pulse, develop and test a model of solute transport

in melting snow, and use the model to look at how different snowpack conditions,

solute distributions, and meltwater flow fields affect the ionic pulse. In the following

chapters, the removal of ionic solute from melting seasonal snow is examined at the

laboratory, plot, and small catchment scales, and a model is presented for simulating

solute release at these various scales. For this work, solute was treated as conser-

vative and non-reacting, and meltwater electrical conductivity is treated as a proxy

measurement of bulk ion load. Non—conservative reactions are processes that remove

or add solute to the snow—meltwater system; for example, the leaching of solute from

the snowpack by infiltrating meltwater is conservative, but rain on snow events are

non—conservative because they introduce solute into the snowpack from outside the

snow—meltwater system, and the resulting chemistry of the water issuing from the

snowpack following such events will be a mixture of rainwater and meltwater.

The remainder of Chapter 1 reviews the snow physics relevant to solute transport

processes, and previous efforts at quantifying meltwater fluxes and the transport of

ions in melting snow.
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1.3 Snow Processes

1.3.1 Snow Formation and Accumulation of Impurities

The character of impurities in snow varies depending on anthropogenic and natural

sources of impurities (local and regional), local micrometeorology, land cover, regional

climatology, and the influence of postdepositional processes such as wind redistribu-

tion, dry deposition, and wind-blown particulates. Chemicals are incorporated into

snow crystals during the nucleation of ice, during ice growth by water vapor diffusion,

and as the snow crystal or flake falls through the cloud and to the ground. Snow

crystal condensation nuclei are usually clay particles, sodium chloride, or combustion

products which then become incorporated into the snowpack [Kumai, 1985, 1987].

Aerosols are incorporated into snow crystals by diffusiophoretic and thermophoretic

forces during diffusional crystal growth and collisional scavenging as the snow falls.

When snow crystals fall below the cloud base, the thermal and diffusional gradients

reverse because the air is undersaturated with water vapor, causing crystals to subli-

mate rather than grow, so phoretic processes act in the opposite direction. Gases are

incorporated into growing snow crystals based on their concentrations and solubility

in ice. As crystals grow in clouds, water vapor is transferred from liquid droplets to

ice grains, resulting in increased ion and dissolved gas concentrations in the shrinking

droplets. If the droplets are supercooled and collide with the ice grains, the droplets

can freeze to the ice grains, resulting in a layer of relatively high concentration rime
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on the exterior of the ice grains. Similarly, riming of the snowpack surface can re-

sult in layers of high solute concentration. Despite this qualitative understanding of

the processes by which impurities are incorporated into snowfall, quantitative and

predictive capabilities for determining snowfall composition are not available [Barrie,

1991]. Dry deposition of gases and particulates to the snow surface depends on the ef-

ficiency of turbulent transport from the atmosphere to the snow surface, the efficiency

of diffusive transport through the laminar layer close to the surface, and the tendency

of the gases or particles to adhere to the snow surface [Hicks et al., 1987]. Hence,

the rate of dry deposition is affected by meteorological conditions, the atmospheric

concentration profile of the deposited substance, and the condition of the snowpack

surface. The surface resistance for soluble species such as NO3- and SO 2 depends on

the wetness of the snow surface, as well as solubility. Dry deposition is a continuous

process, whereas wet deposition is event based; hence the relative importance of dry

deposition versus wet deposition depends on the frequency and magnitude of precip-

itation events [Cadle, 1991]. Summer precipitation from convective storms typically

has higher solute concentrations because the vertical motions prevalent in convective

storms entrain terrestrially and anthropogenically derived solute into the atmosphere.

In alpine regions, however, the main source of chemical loading may still be winter

snow accumulation because of the greater volume of precipitation that falls as win-

ter snow [Melack et al., 1983]. Because snow has a relatively low surface roughness,

deposition velocities will tend to be lower for snow than for other land covers. Snow
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chemistry may be modified by wind redistribution, where sublimation may increase

concentrations, impact and shattering of snow grains may release gases and aerosols

stored in the snow, and electrostatic charging of blowing snow may enhance aerosol

scavenging [Pomeroy et al., 1991]. Sublimation or condensation at the snow surface

can also change solute concentrations.

The result of the snow accumulation process is a stratified porous medium, with

chemical signatures stored in the strata that record both the chemical history of

precipitation and processes that modify the snow surface between storms.

1.3.2 Snow Metamorphism

When snow crystals grow in the atmosphere, their growth is governed by water

vapor diffusion under conditions of vapor supersaturation due to the presence of

supercooled water droplets. Different crystal types form depending on temperature

and vapor supersaturation, and growth is mediated by surface free energy of the

crystals and the transport of latent heat of fusion away from the growing crystal

face [Langer, 1980]. When snow accumulates on the ground, the supersaturated

conditions under which the crystals grew are no longer present, and the crystals

begin to change. Within a dry snowpack, grain growth is driven by coupled vapor

pressure and temperature gradients within the snowpack, the form of the growing

crystals depends on the rate of growth, with high growth rates resulting in faceted

grains (kinetic growth form), and slower growth rates resulting in rounded grains
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(equilibrium growth form) [Colbeck , 1986]. Variations in the radius of curvature also

cause vapor pressure gradients, but temperature gradients are generally necessary to

sustain the observed rates of grain growth in the field for both equilibrium and kinetic

forms [Colbeck, 1980; Colbeck, 1982]. Both equilibrium and kinetic growth processes

have similar effects on the redistribution of chemical impurities with the snow grains:

on the surfaces losing mass, the less volatile ionic solute accumulates on the grain

surface by distillation; on the grain surfaces gaining mass, solute accumulates at the

surface because it is not readily incorporated into the growing ice crystal lattice.

Thus, dry snow metamorphic processes tend to segregate impurities on the surface of

the grain, purifying the grain interior, and the farther metamorphism has progressed,

the greater the tendency for the solute to be depleted from the grain interiors [Hewitt

et al., 1991].

Once the snow is warmed to 0°C, further input of energy produces liquid water,

and melt-freeze metamorphism begins. Grain growth rates are higher during melt-

freeze metamorphism because heat and mass can be transported in the liquid phase

more efficiently than in the solid or vapor phases. Melt-freeze metamorphism causes

grain boundaries to migrate and lattice orientations to gradually re-adjust, causing

impurities to be further excluded from the grain interiors [Colbeck, 1979].

Brimblecombe et al. [1987] showed that the composition of meltwater derived from

laboratory preparations of ice and solute can be modeled as a two component mixture

of concentrated surface brine and dilute melt from ice crystal interiors. However, to
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fully explain the observed ratios of different ions eluted at low initial concentrations

or low flow rates, Brimblecombe et al. [1988] hypothesized a radially varying con-

centration of solute in the ice grains. The degree to which solute is retained within

the ice crystal during metamorphic processes depends on the solubility of a given

ion or trace gas in ice; therefore, the relative solubilities of different species in ice

influence the strength of the ionic pulse for each species [Gross et al, 1977; Domine

and Thilbert, 1995].

Based on thermodynamic arguments, Fletcher [1968] suggested that the ice-air

interface possesses liquid-like properties, but its properties are not well known. The

thickness of the liquid-like layer increases as the ice warms to 0°C, varying from a

few nanometers at -20°C to 100 nm at -1°C [Gubler, 1982]. Gilpin [1979], however,

suggested that the liquid layer was thinner, in the 2.5-14 nm range at -1°C. The

interfacial liquid region is both a repository for solute and a medium for chemical

transport and reaction. It is likely that most of the chemical reactions that take

place in snow occur in the liquid phase or at crystal boundaries in polycrystalline

grains, because diffusion rates and concentrations are higher in these regions than

within crystals [Chatterjee and Jellinek, 1971; Brimblecombe and Shooter, 1991]. The

rate at which ions are excluded from grain interiors depends on diffusion rates and

solubility; hence the partitioning of ions between grain interiors, grain boundaries,

and grain surfaces will depend on the species.
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The main reactions within the snowpack are partitioning between the solid, liquid,

and gas phases; oxidation/reduction reactions; and dissolution of particulates [Bales,

1991]. With respect to ecological impacts, the main concerns are the release of the

strong acids HC1, HNO3 , and 112 SO4 (affecting pH and soil base-cation pool) and

of nitrate (affecting nutrient cycling) [Moldan and Cerny, 1994]. The strong acid

anions are in their highest oxidation state, and the oxidizers 11 2 0 2 , OH, and 03

are likely to be present in the snowpack; therefore, oxidation or reduction reactions

are unlikely. Because strong acid anion are also present in highly soluble forms,

dissolution reactions are unlikely to be important for these species.

Depletion due to volitilization or photochemical reactions had been proposed as

a means of removing NO3- from snow. Neubaurer and Heumann [1988] attributed

loss of NO3- from polar ice cores to photochemical reactions, and Hogan et al. [1985]

suggested that NO3- and SO42- losses from a snowpack were due to vapor migration.

Cragin and McGilvary [1995] conducted laboratory experiments to test the retention

of NO3- and S0?4- in aging snow and found that NO3- was retained, while SOr was

inexplicably lost; hence the mechanisms and importance of NO3- and SO42- loss prior

to melt are uncertain.

1.3.3 Meltwater Movement

When the surface layer of the snowpack has been warmed to the melting point

and further energy is available, meltwater is generated at the top of the pack and
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moves down into the dry snowpack. The energy balance of the snow surface is a

function of radiative and turbulent energy transfers (reviewed by Male and Granger

[1981]; Morris [1989]; and Male and Gray [1981]). Energy is also transferred between

the snowpack base and the underlying soil via thermal conduction; however, this flux

is usually far smaller than the meteorologically mediated fluxes at the snow surface

[Male and Gray, 1981].

With regard to solute flux, the most influential hydrologic variable is the meltwa-

ter mass flux u (kg m-2 s-1), or equivalently the meltwater volume flux (or Darcy

velocity) q (m s'):

q = u I pi (1.1)

where pi is the mass density of liquid water at 0° C (999.8 kg m-3). In unsaturated

conditions, u is a function of effective liquid water saturation, Se , given by

S - Srse = 	
1 - Sr

(1.2)

where S is the liquid water saturation, and Sr is the residual water saturation (the

saturation at which flow begins). Meltwater flow is driven by the combined effects

of the gravity and capillarity [Hillel, 1982]. In coarse-grained media such as melt-

freeze metamorphosed snow, capillary forces are low relative to gravitational forces,

and the capillary pressure potential may be neglected [Colbeck, 1974]. In fine-grained

snow, capillary forces may be significant; however Jordan [1983] showed that capillary

effects had little influence on the modeled propagation velocity of meltwater wetting

fronts. Neglecting capillary pressure gradients leads to the following expression for



the Darcy velocity:

g = k
PPg

where g is the Darcy velocity (m s -1 ), k is the intrinsic (saturated) permeability

(m2 ), u is the viscosity (m 2), and g is the acceleration due to gravity (m s -2). The

exponent n parameterizes the relation between unsaturated hydraulic conductivity

and saturation and is generally given a value of 3 [Colbeck and Anderson, 1977]. The

most widely used function for k is that given by Shirnzu (as quoted in Jordan [1991]):

k = 0.077d2 e -7 '8P 3/Pz (1.4)

Saturated permeability measurements derived from meltwater movement in melting

temperate seasonal snowpacks have shown that Equation (1.4) is applicable to such

conditions [Colbeck and Anderson, 1982]. The meltwater flow modeling described in

this work uses Equations (1.3) and (1.4) [Jordan, 1991]. The development of het-

erogeneous flow fields within snowpacks has been observed using dyes [Gerdel, 1954;

Marsh and Woo, 1984a; Schneebeli, 1995], temperature fields [Conway and Benedict,

1994], and various forms of snowpack excavation [Kattelmann, 1985; McGurk and

Marsh, 1995]. The effect of spatially varying flow rates on the meltwater hydro-

graph has been modeled by Colbeck [1979] and Marsh and Woo [1984b]. Causes of

variability in flow issuing from the snowpack are variations in melt generated at the

surface of the pack, inhomogeneous and time-varying hydrologic properties of the

snowpack, rerouting of melt by topography and snow stratigraphy, and the nature of

flow through unsaturated porous media. For modeling purposes, percolation through
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the snowpack is often treated as a one—dimensional process whereas, in reality, the

flow field within the pack is three—dimensional, and lateral movement of meltwater re-

sults in a lateral redistribution of water between the generation of melt at the surface

of the pack and arrival at the snow—soil interface. As meltwater moves through the

snowpack, solute is incorporated into the flowing water; hence the spatial variability

of meltwater flow from the snowpack causes spatial variability in the release of solute

from the snowpack. The initial movement of meltwater into the pack is characterized

by a sharp, highly irregular interface between wet and dry snow [Marsh and Woo,

1984a,b]. Fingers of rapidly advancing meltwater form when meltwater is channeled

through zones of high hydraulic conductivity. Flow fingers can develop due to the

nonlinear hydraulics governing unsaturated porous media (e.g. Glass et al., [1989]);

however fingers can also form due to rerouting of water by low permeability layers.

Marsh and Woo [1984] found that in an arctic snowpack, flow fingers form because

of lateral inhomogeneities in impeding ice layers, rather than due to flow instabil-

ity at high permeability layers. Flow fingers develop and are maintained through

a positive feedback process, whereby water tends to flow through the pack through

conduits of high hydraulic conductivity; the flow increases the liquid water content

of the conduit and promotes grain growth, thereby further increasing the hydraulic

conductivity and furthering the tendency of meltwater to route through the conduit.

Dilute meltwater may be funneled into flow fingers, reducing concentrations in

flow fingers relative to the rest of the snowpack, and the spatial integration of a
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distribution of wetting front arrival times over an areal sampling domain, such as

a large lysimeter, may decrease the maximum observed CF below what might have

been observed in a smaller apparatus [Harrington et al., 1996]. An inverse relationship

between flow rate and concentration has been observed in both the field [Tsiouris et

al., 1985; Bales et al., 1993; Marsh and Pomeroy, 1993] and laboratory [Colbeck,

1981; Harrington et al., 1996].



CHAPTER 2

SNOWMELT AND SOLUTE RELEASE AT THE

LABORATORY SCALE

2.1 Objectives

The objectives of this work were to determine the small-scale (cm to m) spatial

variability of meltwater and ion fluxes from homogeneous snow melting under con-

trolled laboratory conditions and to determine the influence of the meltwater flow

field on the release of an ionic tracer from melting snow. The amount of meltwater

available for percolation into the snowpack depends on the energy available at the

surface of the pack for generating melt and the energy state of the snowpack. The

exchange of energy from the snow surface to the atmosphere is governed by radiative

and turbulent fluxes which vary spatially and temporally and are somewhat difficult

to quantify, especially in the inhomogeneous terrain of alpine areas. To study the

movement of water and solute in snow without the uncertainties entailed in measur-

ing, estimating, or computing energy fluxes in a field situation, snowmelt and solute

fluxes were measured in a laboratory setting, where the energy fluxes were simpler

to quantify. This setting also allowed control over the stratigraphy and initial water
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and solute mass storage in the snowpack. Four experiments were conducted in which

a volume of snow was melted from above by thermal radiation. Three experiments

used an ionic tracer (experiments A, B, and D), and one used a dye tracer (exper-

iment C). The ionic tracer amplified the ionic pulse, enabling the effects of solute

transport and dilution to be more clearly observed. The dye tracer provided direct

observations of preferential flow paths as they formed in the snow.

2.2 Methods

Fine-grained winter snow was collected in a mixed-conifer forest at about 2600

m elevation near Mammoth Lakes, California, and brought back to a cold—room

laboratory, where it was sifted through an 8 mm steel mesh into a 1 x1 x0.4 m high

plexiglass box. In the ionic tracer experiments, NaCl was applied as an aqueous

mist, stirred into the snow, and homogenized by mixing with plastic trowels as it

was applied. This resulted in grain sizes of approximately 0.5 mm in 1 to 4 mm

clusters, determined visually. At the grain scale, the application of an ionic tracer

into the snowpack results in solute residing on the exterior of grain surfaces, similar

to a natural snowpack, but meltwater solute concentrations are higher, aiding in

discerning relationships between hydrologic variables and solute concentration. To

determine the homogeneity of the tracer distribution within the box, during two of

the experiments, ten samples were taken from the box as it was being filled with

tracer—dosed snow (experiments B and D). The mean and standard deviation of the
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samples are given in Table 2.1. The electrical conductivity of the snow prior to

application of the tracer was less than 8 ttS cm-1 , indicating that the effect of the

applied tracer overwhelmed the signal from contaminants present in the snow prior

to tracer application.

The bottom of the box was partitioned into 16 0.1 x0.1 m compartments from

which meltwater could be collected (Figure 2.1). Each compartment was equipped

with a drainage port from which meltwater was collected by zero tension gravity

drainage. Surrounding the 16 central compartments were four larger perimeter com-

partments to collect the meltwater around the perimeter of the box. The data for

each ionic tracer experiment comprised time series of flow rates and electrical con-

ductivities for each drainage port. To avoid boundary effects from the side of the

box, only data from the 16 central compartments were used; however the data from

the four perimeter compartments were not quantitatively different from those of the

center compartments, and the uniformity of snow depths maintained throughout the

experiment suggests that thermal boundary effects were minimal.

The experiment was conducted in a cold-room laboratory, and the snow was

allowed to equilibrate to a temperature of -3°C. The box was insulated on the sides

and bottom, and an aluminum heating plate was placed on top of the box a few

cm above the initial snow surface. The snow was melted by raising the cold-room

temperature to 1°C and irradiating the snow from above using the heating plate.



Table 2.1: Summary of experimental conditions.
Experiment

Condition A B C D
Date (mo/yr) 1/91 1/91 1/91 2/91

Snowpack
Total mass (kg) 112 123 127 127
Initial depth (m) 0.39 0.38 0.38 0.36
Density (kg m-3 ) 288 323 334 352
Specific conductancea OA cm -1 ) 46±23 66±26
Specific conductanceb (pS cm-1 ) 43 52 50

Tracer
Tracer NaC1 NaC1 Dye NaC1
Volume (L) 2.1 4.0 0.6 4.0
Concentration (M) 0.008 0.008 0.008
Specific conductance (pS cm -1 ) 1350 1350 1350

Melting
Plate temperature (°C) 25 30 30 18
Duration (h) 75 68 32 106
Fraction melted 0.46 0.54 - 0.44
Melt rate (cm h -1 ) 0.15 0.17 - 0.09
Number of finger ports 8 9 - 4
Number of background ports 8 7 12

a Determined from ten snow
samples prior to melt

b Determined from meltwater

34
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Figure 2.1: Plan view of snow box. Data from the 16 central compartments were

used for analysis.
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Meltwater flow rates and conductivity were monitored by collecting and weighing

the meltwater from each drainage port at 2-3 h intervals and measuring the specific

conductance using a Radiometer model CDM 80 electrical conductivity meter with a

CDC cell of nominal cell constant 3.16 cm-1 , corrected to 25°C. In these experiments,

specific conductance was used as a surrogate for NaC1 concentration because the

relationship between NaC1 concentration and specific conductance is nearly linear

over the range of conductances occurring in these experiments. The experiments

were terminated when approximately half the snow had melted (Table 2.1).

Experiment C used a rhodamine dye tracer. In this experiment, the tracer was

applied only to the surface of the snow pack. During the course of the experiment,

the heating plate was shut off and an excavation exposed a vertical surface made in

the snow pack in order to observe and photograph the formation of flow fingers and

the distribution of dye within flow fingers. Because thermal radiation is used to melt

the snow, the absorbtivity of the snow is unaffected by the rhodamine dye; therefore,

the presence of the dye should not affect the flow field development. After flow began

in the drainage ports (18 h into the experiment), quadrants of the snow pack were

successively excavated at 20, 24, and 27 h into the experiment.

2.3 Results

The three ionic tracer experiments varied from 68 to 106 h in duration, and the

elapsed time from when the heating plate was turned on to when meltwater began
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draining from the bottom of the pack varied from 18 to 33 h (Table 2.1). C Fs ranged

from less than 2 to almost 7 (Figure 2.2). After flow began, flow rates typically

climbed rapidly to a roughly constant flow rate, which was then maintained for the

duration of the experiment. Mean flow rates were 0.09-0.17 cm h-1 (Figure 2.3),

depending on heating plate temperature; however, the elapsed time for meltwater to

first reach the bottom of the pack was apparently unrelated to plate temperature. For

example, in experiment D, which had the lowest plate temperature, meltwater reached

the bottom of the pack earlier than in experiments A and B; however experiment D

did have the lowest mean flow rate, consistent with its lower plate temperature.

The arrival of the wetting front during experiment A was delayed in part by an

interruption in the power supply to the heating plate of about 1 h. The depression of

0.02 cm h-1 in flow rates in experiment A at about 57 h was due to a power shutoff

of 2 to 3 h. The maximum flow rate for any single drainage port was 0.29 cm h -1

(Figure 2.2).

All three ionic tracer experiments showed an interval of several h from the first

arrival of meltwater at the bottom of the pack to when all drainage ports were flowing.

The existence of zones of preferential flow in melting snow has been noted in many

studies.

In order to determine the effect of flow fingers on solute concentration, the base

of the snow pack is classified into two zones: those zones that began drainage early,

and zones that begin drainage later (Figure 2.4). Following Marsh and Woo [19844
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the earlier draining compartments were designated finger flow areas, and the later

draining compartments were designated as background wetting-front areas. The

timing of meltwater arrival at the base of the snowpack was qualitatively different

in experiments A and B compared with experiment D. In experiments A and B,

eight and nine channels, respectively, began flowing during the measurement interval

when melt first arrived at the base of the snowpack, and all channels began flowing

within six hours of the initial flow. In experiment D, flow in four of the channels began

flowing six to eight hours before any other channels, and the times at which flow began

were spread out over a 21-hour interval (Figure 2.4). These qualitative differences

suggest that the finger wetting front traveled farther ahead of the background wetting

front in experiment D than in experiments A and B.
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Figure 2.4: Histogram of arrival times of meltwater at the base of the snowpack for
the 16 central flow channels for the ionic tracer experiments. Black indicates finger
flow areas; white indicates background wetting front.
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In each experiment, the meltwater moving through flow fingers was compared

to the background wetting front by calculating the volume—weighted concentration

factor for earlier and later arriving meltwater. In experiments A and B, the channels

for which meltwater arrived during the first measurement interval are aggregated and

treated as the finger wetting front; in experiment D, the four channels that arrive

six to eight hours earlier than the other channels are aggregated and treated as the

finger wetting front (Figure 2.4). Mean flow rate and concentration factors for the

finger wetting front and background wetting front in each experiment are shown in

Figure 2.5.

To determine the relative proportions of meltwater and solute passing through the

finger wetting—front and background wetting front affected areas, the fraction of flux

for each compartment was calculated as:

Etj=1 Vi(j) 
n	 t

Ei=l Ej=1 Vi(i)

for meltwater flux, and:

C =
(j )CFi (j)

2

E 21 1E;=1 14(i)C 1=(j)

for solute, where q• and C Fi' are the proportion of meltwater and solute flux (ex-

pressed as concentration factor) passing through each compartment, respectively,

(j) is the volume of water passing through the ith compartment during the jth

measurement period, and CF(j) is the corresponding concentration factor. The

fraction of meltwater and solute passing through the finger and background wetting

(2.1)

(2.2)
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Figure 2.5: Flow rates and concentration factors (CF) for ionic tracer experiments.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of meltwater and ion fluxes through areas affected by finger
flow and areas affected by background wetting front. Values are fraction of total flux
through compartmented area; areas are fraction of total compartmented area.

Flow fingers Background wetting front
Experiment flux area flux/area flux area flux/area

Meltwater fluxes
A 0.53 0.50 1.06 0.47 0.50 0.94

0.60 0.56 1.07 0.40 0.44 0.91
D 0.27 0.25 1.09 0.73 0.75 0.97

Ion fluxes
A 0.53 0.50 1.06 0.47 0.50 0.94

0.58 0.56 1.03 0.42 0.44 0.97
D 0.24 0.25 0.96 0.76 0.75 1.02

fronts are determined by summing the q and CFI corresponding to each wetting front

(Table 2.2). The ratio of the fractional flux to the area affected by each wetting front

determines whether an area received a proportionally greater flux relative to other

basal areas of the pack, i.e., the ratio would be 1.0 if the fraction passing through all

compartments was the same. Table 2.2 shows that the fraction of meltwater passing

through the finger flow front is slightly greater than the fraction passing through the

background front; however the fraction of solute passing through the finger wetting

front was greater in experiments A and B, but less in experiment D.

When the meltwater fluxes for all three ionic tracer experiments are aggregated

into single samples of finger flow areas and background wetting-front areas, the dif-

ference in meltwater fluxes between the two areas is significant at a 98.4% confidence

level using Student's t test for equal variances [Press et al., 1992]. Thus, the tendency

for meltwater to flow mainly through flow fingers was seen here with a fairly high
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degree of confidence. When solute fluxes are aggregated in a similar manner, the

difference between finger flow areas and background areas is significant at a 66.8%

confidence level, a rather low degree of confidence. Evidently, lower concentrations

tend to offset higher flow rates in the finger flow areas, resulting in solute fluxes

that are roughly the same in both finger flow affected and background wetting—front

affected areas. Figure 2.5 suggests that the greater volume of meltwater passing

through finger flow areas is due to the longer period of time for which flow is main-

tained in those areas, rather than due to higher flow rates.

In experiment C, excavating the snowpack 20 h into the experiment revealed

fingers of meltwater percolating into the snowpack. A vertical cross—section of a

flow finger carrying a dye tracer through the snow pack is shown in Figure 2.6. In

Figure 2.6, a 35 mm slide has been digitized and classified using supervised maximum

likelihood [Richards, 1993]. Three regions are indicated: (1) regions of wet snow with

concentrated dye, (2) regions on wet snow relatively free of dye, and (3) dry snow.

Concentrated regions of dye can be seen residing at the margins of the more dilute

central region of the flow finger. When the snowpack was excavated at 27 h, the dye

had become homogeneously dispersed throughout the snowpack.

These experiments show that in snowpacks which have been artificially infused

with an ionic tracer, there is a relationship between the solute concentration in the

initial meltwater and the relative timing of when flow begins at the base of the snow-

pack. The areas receiving earlier—arriving meltwater were slightly, but persistently,
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more dilute than the areas receiving later meltwater, with the difference being most

pronounced in the experiment (D) which had the greatest time lag between earliest

and latest meltwater arrival. This suggests that the earliest water to reach the base

of the snowpack moved down flow fingers that were diluted by solute—depleted melt-

water from the top of the pack. The finger wetting front tended to transmit slightly

elevated fluxes of meltwater primarily due to the longer period of time that flow was

maintained in the fingers; however slightly lower solute concentrations in the fingers

tended to offset the greater meltwater fluxes, resulting in no significant difference in

solute flux between the finger wetting front and the background wetting front.

The snowpacks used in the experiments were artificially homogenized both with

respect to stratigraphy and solute content, but true homogeneity in snow density or

solute concentration was not achieved. Therefore, an alternative hypothesis is that

flow fingers formed preferentially along inhomogeneities that also had lower solute

concentrations, leading to lower solute concentrations in the flow finger areas. The

premelt sampling done during experiments B and D cannot rule out this possibility,

but there is not any special reason to suspect that there was a correlation between

preferential flow path areas and areas of initially low solute concentration.



25 cm

Figure 2.6: Cross—section of dyed flow finger 20 h into experiment C. The image is
classified into three zones: white areas are dry snow; black areas are areas of wet
snow with concentrated dye; and gray areas are wet snow where the dye is relatively
dilute.
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CHAPTER 3

SNOWMELT AND SOLUTE RELEASE AT THE FIELD

PLOT SCALE

3.1 Objectives

The purpose of the work reported in this chapter was to study the relation between

meltwater and solute fluxes issuing from melting seasonal snow under various snow-

pack and meteorological conditions in the field. Three questions are addressed: (i)

what factors govern the magnitude of the ionic pulse, (ii) how does the relative timing

of the onset of flow at the base of the pack affect the solute flux observed there, and

(iii) what factors govern the various diel patterns observed in solute concentrations.

3.2 Methods

The two main field observations of this study were (i) meltwater discharge at

the base of the snowpack, observed using multiple snowmelt lysimeters, and (ii)

snow-water equivalent (SWE) and chemical load stored in the snowpack, observed

in snowpits. Tracer tests were also conducted with dyes and ionic tracers. The

observations span the spring melt seasons for four years (1992-1995).
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Data were collected at a research site located on Mammoth Mountain, California

(37°37'30"N, 119°2'30"W, 2900 amsl), a ski resort located on the crest of the Sierra

Nevada, California. The hydrology and climate of the site are dominated by a deep

winter snowpack deposited by wintertime frontal storms moving east from the Pa-

cific Ocean, subsequent spring melt, and generally mild dry summers punctuated by

sporadic local convective storms. The site is in sparsely wooded rolling terrain. Melt-

water was collected in eight 1 xl m high-density polyethylene zero-tension lysimeters,

six of which were equipped with electrical conductivity (EC) probes. The lysimeters

were each bounded by 0.2 m vertical walls to prevent pressure-driven lateral flow

from the basal saturated layer of the snowpack. The lysimeters were rinsed with dis-

tilled deionized water and then wrapped in plastic sheeting to prevent dry deposition

or wind-blown dust from accumulating in the lysimeters prior to snowfall. At the

time of the winter's first snowfall, the plastic sheeting was removed and the snow-

pack allowed to accumulate atop the lysimeters. Prior to spring melt, the lysimeter

drains were rinsed again by backflushing the drains until the rinse water had EC in

the range 1 to 3 itS cm' . Meltwater flow rates were measured continually using

Sierra Misco 0.14-L capacity tipping bucket gauges and recorded at 0.5-h intervals.

Meltwater EC was measured with Fischer Scientific portable conductivity meters by

immersing an EC probe in the meltwater stream prior to the tipping bucket measure-

ment. The lysimeter data are summarized in Appendix C. Bales et al. [1993] showed

that EC serves as a proxy measure of bulk ionic concentration in snowmelt. The goal
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of these measurements was to obtain a frequently sampled time series of solute flux

from multiple lysimeters; therefore because of their ease, inexpense, and the capabil-

ity of making real-time measurements, EC measurements were deemed preferable to

sampling the meltwater stream and analyzing for ionic concentrations. At low solute

concentrations, water contributes a significant portion of the conductivity signal, and

pure water equilibrated with atmospheric CO2 contributes about 0.6 pS cm -1 to the

conductivity signal [Harrison and Raymond, 1976]. Because the primary interest was

in spatial and temporal patterns rather than absolute solute load, conductivities were

not converted into equivalent concentrations. The EC electrodes were immersed in

the meltwater stream by inserting a short dead-end pipe in the lysimeter discharge

pipe in which the meltwater pooled and into which the EC probe was inserted. It was

desirable to have the reservoir be as small as possible to minimize delays in response

due to mixing in the reservoir; however a few days worth of data were lost due to

incomplete immersion of the electrodes. The lysimeters were arranged in two clusters

separated by approximately 20 m (Figure 3.1). The lysimeter drains were equipped

with heating tapes to prevent freezing of water in the drains.

Snow pits were dug at 1-2 week intervals and sampled in 0.1-m increments for

snow density using 1-L stainless steel density cutters, and 0.4-m increments for EC,

by collecting sample cores using a PVC sampling tube. Density was measured on-

site using an electronic balance. EC samples were stored for later filtration and EC

measurement in the laboratory, where they were filtered through 0.45-pm filters,
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Figure 3.1: Study site.
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and conductivity was measured using a Radiometer CDM 80 conductivity meter.

The snow pit data are summarized in Appendix B.

In addition to monitoring the natural ionic pulse, a series of tracer tests were

carried out during 1994 and 1995 using 0.125 M Li 2 CO3 applied to the surface of

the snow above the lysimeters. An impulse of solute was introduced at the top of

the snowpack by applying an aqueous mist to the snow surface above the lysimeter

clusters, and the efflux of tracer was measured using the same EC measuring setup

as used for monitoring the natural ionic pulse. This provided an EC signal resulting

from a known initial distribution of solute. Dye tracers were used on plots adjacent

to the lysimeter array, and snowpits were dug to visually observe the patterns of

meltwater and solute movement within the snowpack.

3.3 Results

Over four melt seasons (1992-1995), SWE accumulations in snow pits ranged from

0.57 m to 2.92 m (Table 3.1). Snow depths varied across the site, both spatially and

temporally, due to drifting of wind-blown snow. Snow depths at the north snowpits

and lysimeters were consistently shallower than over the south pits and lysimeters,

yet flow rates and total cumulative flows in the two lysimeter clusters were not sig-

nificantly different (Table 3.2, Table 3.3 ). Male and Gray [1981] suggested that

a lysimeter area equal to the square of the snow depth is required to obtain basal

flow volumes representative of the surface melt; this rule of thumb is corroborated
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Table 3.1: Snowpit measurements at maximum accumulation.
SWE, m Volume weighted mean EC, /IS cm -1

Year north pit south pit north pit south pit
1992 0.57 0.92 -a 2.53
1993 1.23 2.28 2.31 2.31
1994 0.64 0.76 2.97 2.93
1995 _b 2.92 _b 1.80

allo conductivity analysis done.
b No snow pit dug.

by Sommerfeld et al. [1994], who used data from 12 0.2-m2 lysimeters to compute

a correlation length 4-6 m for meltwater issuing from a 1.5-2.5 m snowpack. At

Mammoth Mountain, lysimeters of 4-25 m2 would be required to collect representa-

tive flows. Variability was anticipated among individual lysimeters due to flow rate

spatial variability, and that the mean value of all the lysimeters would be representa-

tive of the mean flow rate. Comparison of the mean cumulative lysimeter discharge

with the snow ablation observed in snow pits suggests that the mean of the eight

lysimeters indeed does capture the mean flow rate (Figure 3.2).

The discrepancy between observed ablation and meltwater discharge during 1995

is at least partly attributable to greater snow depths at the location of the snow pit,

and may also be partly due to routing of meltwater away from the lysimeters by

lateral flow.
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Table 3.2: Lysimeter Measurements. Reported as ± population standard deviation.

Year
Total discharge, m Mean EC, itS cm-1 Peak CF

all lysimetersN. lysimeters S. lysimeters N. lysimeters S. lysimeters
1992 0.82±0.52 0.71±0.26 3.06±0.98 2.42±0.92 6
1993 1.77±0.81 1.49±0.66 1.57±1.19 2.56±0.37 8
1994 0.48±0.21 0.45±0.22 a 2.79±0.31 14
1995 0.83±0.56 1.60±0.35 a _a 6b

'Omitted ECs were affected by ionic tracer applications.
bExcluding tracer affected flows.
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Volume-weighted ECs of the paired snow pits for 1993 and 1994 were similar

(Table 3.1). Figure 3.3 shows the average daily discharge of all the lysimeters and

the daily mean concentration factor (CF) for each lysimeter, where the CF is the

instantaneous EC of the lysimeter discharge divided by the volume-weighted mean

EC of the peak-accumulation snow pit. The peak CF occurred near the beginning

of melt in all four years, but there was considerable variability between lysimeters in

the magnitude of the peak CF and the rate at which CF declined as melt progressed.

Peak meltwater ECs of 10 to 40 /IS cm -1 occurred at or near the onset of flow,

followed by a decline over a period of several days to the 2 to 3 0 cm-1 range

(Figures 3.4-3.7). The highest meltwater ECs were seen in lysimeter 2 during 1994,

when intermittent flow began at low rates through a shallow pack (Figure 3.6). The

general decline in EC was sometimes altered by stoppage of melt, whereupon flow

to the lysimeters would cease. When flow subsequently resumed, a brief elevation

in EC occurred (e.g. lysimeter 7, Figure 3.6). In some lysimeters, a diel signal was

superimposed upon the general decline in EC. The diel signal was more pronounced

during 1992 and 1994 (Figures 3.4 and 3.6) than 1993 and 1995 (Figures 3.5 and 3.7).

The diel pattern was sometimes characterized by a sharp increase in EC associated

with the arrival of the daily melt wave (e.g. lysimeter 1 in Figure 3.4); at other times,

but more typically the daily melt wave corresponded to a sharp decrease in EC (e.g.

lysimeter 7 in Figure 3.6) or there was no discernible diel signal (e.g. lysimeter 5 in

Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Flow rate and meltwater electrical conductivity at the start of flow, 1992.
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Table 3.3: Mean Discharge (m) and volume weighted mean EX: (pS cm-1 ) for all
lysiineters. Individual lysimeters as percentofrnean. 

Lysimeter (percentofrneaW
mean b 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1992
flow 0.72 143 54 100 205 104 30 -

D: 2.77 117 97 40 107 134 49
1993
flow 1.61 162 76 76 56 39 144 147
EC 2.09 142 99 127 166 51
1994
flow 0.46 180 73 59 76 153 50 145 67
D: 2.93 - - 86 112 102
1995
flow 1.21 156 121 90 161 21 24 104 126
DD - - - -

'Missing ECs were either not measured or affected by tracer tests.
Flow in m; EC in pS cm-1 .
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In 1992 and 1993, lysimeters that began to flow earliest had the highest initial EC,

suggesting that solute was routed through the earliest developed flow paths. When

water reached the late-starting lysimeters, the pack had already been substantially

depleted of its ionic load. During 1992, lysimeters 3 and 6 started flowing at day-

of-year (DY) 110 and 120 respectively, with EC in the <5 pS cm -1 range. This EC

was substantially lower than lysimeters 1, 4, and 5, which began flowing on DY's

102, 99, and 105, respectively, with ECs of 10-20 pS cm -1 (Figure 3.4). A similar

pattern of relatively high ECs in the earlier-flowing lysimeters was observed during

1993 (Figure 3.5). The 1994 melt season was characterized by flow starting for a

few days circa DY 110 in all lysimeters, and then stopping for about two weeks.

There was a relatively strong ionic pulse at the start of flow, with a pronounced daily

cycle in some lysimeters in which EC declined rapidly with the arrival of the daily

melt wave. Lysimeters 1 and 2 had the highest naturally occurring ECs that were

observed during the study, of about 40 pS cm-1 . In 1995, melt was delayed by late

season storms, and meltwater efflux did not climb above 1 cm d-1 in seven of the

eight lysimeters until after DY 170; however several lysimeters maintained very low

flow rates of a few mm (I-1 throughout the period DY 140 through 170 and displayed

EC in the range 8 to 20 pS cm-1 . The eighth lysimeter (number 8) began flowing

at low rates (hourly maxima of a few cm d -1 ) around DY 140.

Despite much interannual variation in SWE accumulation (Table 3.1), meltwater

hydrograph (Figure 3.3), and ion load (Table 3.1), the fraction of ion load eluted as a
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function of SWE ablated was similar from year to year. In Figure 3.8, the magnitude

of the ionic pulse is related to the initial slope of the curve: a steeper slope indicates

a higher ionic pulse. Even though peak CFs ranged from 6-14 over 1992-1994, the

solute elution curves have similar slopes at the start of melt, because meltwater fluxes

at the time when the peak CF occurs are so low that the year-to-year variability in

peak CF is not resolved in Figure 3.8. The divergence of the elution curves shown

in Figure 3.8 during the middle part of the melt season appears to be related to

snow depth. The deeper snowpack of 1993 was depleted relatively sooner than the

shallow pack of 1994, and the intermediate snow accumulation of 1992 falls between

the two. This occurred because the long ablation season during 1993 entailed several

weeks of late-season melt after the pack had been largely depleted of ions, whereas

the fraction of ablation involved in the ionic pulse is relatively larger for shallower

snowpacks.

The stratigraphy of the premelt spring snowpack was typically characterized by

abundant ice lenses, thick equilibrium-form storm layers, with immature depth hoar

at the base of the snowpack (e.g. Figure 3.9). ECs measured in the snowpits were

remarkably similar between the two snowpits, suggesting little lateral spatial vari-

ability in bulk solute concentration (i.e. the depth-averaged volume-weighted con-

centration) within the snowpack at peak accumulation (Table 3.1). The similar bulk

concentrations seen in the the pairs of snowpits during years 1993 and 1994 are
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consistent with the observations of Williams and Melack [1991] that bulk solute con-

centrations within Sierran snow were less variable than SWE accumulation. Ionic

tracer applications moved rapidly through the snowpack (e.g. Figure 3.10) and were

completely removed from the snowpack in a few days.

3.4 Discussion

The spatially variable flow rates observed suggest that meltwater and solute ar-

rived at the base of the snowpack through flow channels that varied daily and that lat-

erally displaced meltwater as it moved through the snowpack. Other researchers have

made similar observations. For example, Marsh and Woo [1984a] found that daily

meltwater flow rates from a 1.0-m2 lysimeter and two 0.25-m2 lysimeters agreeed

within 10%, yet flow rates from 16 individual partitions of one of the 0.25-m 2 lysime-

ters draining an 0.5-m arctic snowpack varied from 0 to 2.4 times the mean daily flow

rate. In a temperate 2-m snowpack, Kattelmann [1989] observed that among four 6-

m2 lysimeters, three had monthly flow volumes that were within 15% of one another,

but the fourth lysimeter received considerably larger flows, which was attributed to

lateral flow due to microtopography of the ground surface and snowpack conditions

resulting from an inhomogeneous radiation environment. When two of the 6-m2

lysimeters were subdivided into thirds, greater variability was observed in meltwater

volumes, similar to the observations of Marsh and Woo [1984a]. Quantitative inter-

comparison of the spatial variability observed by the various researchers cited above
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is confounded by differing instrumental designs and experimental scales; however the

observation of heterogeneous flow rates is universal in studies using multiple small

lysimeters [Marsh and Woo, 1984a; Kattelmann, 1989; Bales et al., 1989; Marsh and

Pomeroy, 1993]. The snowpack at Mammoth Mountain typically contained abundant

ice layers due to extended periods of clear, mild weather between winter storms. By

using dye as a visual tracer, these ice lenses were observed to redirect percolating

meltwater, similar to the dye tracer patterns observed by Marsh and Woo [1984a]

(Figure 3.11). An ice layer was observed in snow pits at the snow-soil interface af-

ter meltwater reached the bottom of the snowpack, as is typical of melting seasonal

snowpacks (e.g. Dunne et al. [1976], Marsh and Woo [1984], or Jordan [1983]). It

is likely that ice layers, either within the pack or at the snow-lysimeter interface,

delayed the onset of flow in some lysimeters (e.g. lysimeter 6, Figure 3.4).

The percentage of mean flow and volume-weighted mean EC shown in Table 3.3

show no clear correlation between the relative total discharge and mean ion concen-

tration in different lysimeters. In contrast, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 suggest that areas

of the snowpack where meltwater reached the base the earliest had the highest peak

CF. The observation that spatial variability in solute concentrations is linked to the

heterogeneity of the flow field is similar to the results of previous work. Bales et al.

[1990] used ten 0.2-m2 lysimeters to observe the plot-scale variability of meltwater

and solute release and found that the chemical signal due to both unadulterated

snow and snow that had been dosed with ionic tracer was highly variable between
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Figure 3.11: Meltwater stained with food coloring percolating into snowpack, two h
after coloring was applied to surface. Note dye moving along a horizontal ice layer.
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lysimeters and that the highest concentrations occurred during the first few days of

meltwater flow. Marsh and Pomeroy [1993] used an 0.25 m2 lysimeter divided into 16

compartments to analyze the relation between daily flow and major anion concentra-

tion. They found that flow rates were more variable at the onset of melt than later

in the melt season, and that areas of the pack with relatively high flow rates were

generally associated with relatively lower anion concentrations. Solute concentrations

can respond rapidly to changing flow conditions, where freezing of the pack results

in increasing concentrations due to the exclusion of ions from growing ice grains,

and melting produces reductions in concentration [Davis et al., 1995]. The arrival

of a daily pulse of dilute meltwater at the base of the snowpack is often associated

with a decrease in concentration; however our observation of occasional increases in

EC associated with the arrival of the daily wetting is not reported in the literature

[Colbeck, 1981; Bales et al., 1993].

The levels of EC observed at Mammoth Mountain reflect a low level of atmospheric

loading at the site. The volume-weighted mean ECs of the snowpits never exceeded

3 ttS cm-1 , whereas snowpack EC of 24 FS cm-1 have been reported in the Tien

Shan of China [Williams et al., 1992], 7.1 0 cm-1 in eastern Canada [Jones and

Devarennes, 1995], 4.7-5.2 ILS cm-1 in Wyoming [Bales et al., 1990], and a range of

5.9-34 /IS cm-1 in Japan [Suzuki, 1995]. The low levels of ionic loading observed at

Mammoth Mountain were consistent with low snowpack solute concentrations from
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other Sierran sites [Williams and Melack, 1991; Melack and Stoddard, 1991] and with

regional precipitation chemistry [Land et al., 1986].

The higher ionic pulse observed during 1994 as compared to 1992 and 1993 is

consistent with the hypothesis that low flow rates and melt-freeze cycling lead to a

higher peak CF. Melt-freeze cycles cause ions originating from the upper portions

of the snowpack to accumulate near the bottom of the pack [Colbeck, 1981]. At

low flow rates, the proportion of dilute flowing meltwater to solute-laden immobile

interstitial water is relatively low and hydrodynamic dispersion is relatively low,

leading to relatively high concentrations at the wetting front when compared to higher

flow rates. Low flow rates also result in greater meltwater residence times in the

pack, allowing more time for time-dependent mass transfer of solute from immobile

liquid water to mobile water. The combination of melt-freeze cycles during snowpack

ripening and low flow rates at the onset of meltwater flow allows the maximum

amount of solute to be removed in the minimum amount of meltwater; hence these

conditions should result in the highest peak CF [Colbeck, 1981; Davis et al., 1995].

However, 1995, the year with the lowest initial flow rates, had peak a CF of 6, similar

to 1992 and 1993. Possible explanations for the low ionic pulse in 1995 are that, under

the very deep snowpack, the lysimeters simply missed the ionic pulse because it was

either routed around the lysimeters in preferential flow paths or melting due to heat

conducted from the ground diluted the ionic pulse. Snow drifts migrate across the

site as the snow accumulation season progresses and, during 1995, a deep drift resided
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over the south lysimeters during the melt season. Lateral flow diverging away from

the crest of the drift may have accounted for the surprisingly lower meltwater fluxes

observed there and may also be the cause of the subdued ionic pulse.

Diel patterns in EC tended to be more pronounced in shallower snowpacks (1992

and 1994), probably because fluctuations in concentration due to freezing and melt-

ing at the surface of the pack were attenuated less when propagating through the

shallower snowpacks. During 1992, the diel pattern was generally characterized by

an increase in EC with the arrival of the daily melt wave (EC correlated with flow

rate) whereas, during 1994, the arrival of the daily melt wave was associated with a

decrease in EC (flow anticorrelated with flow rate). Anticorrelation of flow rate and

solute concentration is typical of glacial meltwaters, and first—order kinetic models of

solute aquisition have been used to account for these observations [Fountain, 1992;

Collins, 1995] Clearly, if the meltwater generated at the surface of the pack is more

dilute than the water lower in the pack, EC will decrease when the daily melt wave

reaches the base of the snowpack. Conversely, if the meltwater generated at the sur-

face is less dilute, EC will rise when the melt wave reaches the base of the pack. This

is easily demonstrated by applying an ionic tracer to the surface of a ripe snowpack

(Figure 3.10); however it is unclear how this circumstance arises naturally, where the

daily melt wave is repeatedly associated with an increase in EC, as in lysimeter 1

in Figure 3.4. Possible explanations are dry deposition of ionizable material to the

surface of the snowpack, or slow dissolution of particulate matter near the surface
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of the snowpack. Dry deposition fluxes are too small to account for the observed

daily fluctuations in EC [ Wolford, 1992] and, if dry deposition were the cause, one

would not expect the diel signal to fade out as the melt season progressed, as it does

in Figure 3.4. Given that the diel pattern of solute load is unpredictable, and the

arrival time of the melt wave shifts as the depth of the snowpack decreases, sampling

protocols for meltwater chemistry should include provisions for time—integrated sam-

pling. The snow surface energy balance affects the magnitude of the diel EC signal

[Suzuki, 1991] and the magnitude of the overall ionic pulse [ Williams et al., 1996]. By

using an energy balance snowmelt model (SNTHERM, [Jordan, 1991]) to calculate

the daily change in heat content of the snowpack during the ten days following the

onset of flow, it was found that similar daily snow pack heat content fluctuations

prevailed during times when the diel signal was pronounced (1994) and times when

it was not (1993). This suggests that the more prominent diel signal of 1994 was

a reflection of concentration changes due to nighttime freezing propagating further

into the relatively shallow snowpack, rather than due to a contrast in surface energy

balance conditions between 1993 and 1994.

Bales et al. [1993] and Suzuki [1991] observed sharp conductivity declines in EC

with the arrival of the daily wetting front, similar to the patterns observed at DY

108-112 in 1994 (Figure 3.6). The prevalence of reports of flow—anticorrelated EC in

the literature suggests that that type of pattern is more common, and the observation

of flow—correlated signals at Mammoth Mountain is likely to occur only at low levels
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of ion flux, where signals due to minor processes such as particulate dissolution or

release of solute from grain interiors are not swamped by the signal due to release of

ions from grain surfaces and interstitial water.

A conceptual model of solute release from snow that has been used by several

workers is that solute is transferred from an immobile liquid phase to a mobile liquid

phase as a wetting front of mobile meltwater percolates through the snowpack [Col-

beck, 1981; Hibberd, 1984; Brimblecombe et al., 1987; Bales, 1991]. Three processes

dominate the transport of solute through the snowpack: (i) transfer of solute between

the mobile and immobile phases, ii) advective transport, as solute is carried along

with the percolating meltwater, and (iii) dispersion of the solute within the moving

meltwater. Consider a hypothetical homogeneous snowpack with: (i) a uniform ini-

tial concentration profile, (ii) solute initially residing in the immobile liquid phase at

concentration Ci and in the solid phase at concentration C3 , (iii) instantaneous solute

transfer between mobile and immobile liquid phases, and (iv) meltwater generated at

the surface. Given these assumptions, there are two limiting solute transport cases

influencing the CF of the first meltwater to reach the bottom of the snowpack: (i)

where there is no dispersion, and (ii) dispersion is sufficiently large that the concen-

tration profile behind the wetting front is uniform. In the case of no dispersion, the

first meltwater issuing from the snowpack is at concentration C , resulting in a peak

concentration factor of:

+ cl,.
C F 	 7 120 8

er em cr Osd,.
(3. 1)
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where Os is the volume fraction of ice in the snowpack, Om is the volume fraction of

mobile liquid water, Oi is the volume fraction of immobile liquid water, dr is the ratio

of the densities of ice and water (0.917 at 0°C), and Cr is the initial ratio of the solute

concentrations in the solid and immobile phases. The absence of dispersion produces

high CF because dilution is minimal.

In the case of large dispersion, peak CF is reduced because the solute is diluted by

mixing the high concentration mobile water with low concentration meltwater from

the snow grain interiors, which yields:

1 + (0,4)1(0,-F Om )
CF = 1+ (cr0.94)1(0, + cr0.)

(3.2)

Large dispersion produces a lower peak CF because dilution is maximized. Figures

3.12 and 3.13 display curves generated from Equations (3.1) and (3.2) for various

solute distributions and mobile phase volume fractions. In all cases, peak CF is lower

when Cr is greater, because solute release is delayed until the grains melt, and the

larger c,. is, the less sensitive the peak CF is to dispersion. Using conductivity rather

than ionic concentrations in calculating CF results in depressed CF values due to the

contribution of the conductivity of water. When there is no dispersion (Figure 3.12),

the peak CF is not very sensitive to Om , because no dilution is occurring by mixing

of mobile and immobile water; conversely, under conditions of large dispersion, the

peak CF is sensitive to Om , because the amount of dilution depends on Om . Figure

3.14 compares curves for zero and infinite dispersion cases for two different initial

solute distributions. When no solute resides in the solid phase, CF is more sensitive
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Figure 3.12: Peak CF values for conditions of zero dispersion.

to dispersion, as indicated by the distance between the upper pair of curves in Figure

3.14.

Typical ranges of Oi in ripe Sierran snow are 0.01-0.04, and the total volumetric

liquid water content for melting snow ranges up to 0.08 [Kattelmann, 1987, 1991].

Given these ranges of water content and the range of peak CF observed at Mammoth

Mountain of 6-14, the above relations for peak CF suggest that the solute transport

process cannot be identified as either dispersion-dominated or advection-dominated.
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Hence, a realistic, comprehensive model of solute transport in snow should include

both advection and dispersion.

At low flow rates, Om is small, and in the limit as Om approaches zero, the total

liquid content approaches O. This has two implications: (i) for the large-dispersion

case, the largest peak CF's should occur at low flow rates, and (ii) as the flow

rate decreases, the large-dispersion case converges on the zero-dispersion case. The

higher CFs observed in 1994 compared to 1992 and 1993 are consistent with the

above considerations, because flow rates at the onset of melt during 1994 were lower

and CFs were higher than in 1992 or 1993. As discussed above, the mild ionic pulse

and low flow rates observed in 1995 are not consistent with this hypothesis. In the

context of this model, the decrease in the diel signal as the season progresses is due

to the increase in c,. that accompanies the passage of the initial ionic pulse.

3.5 Summary

The lysimeters that started flowing the earliest tended to receive the largest ion

flux and the most pronounced ionic pulse. This appears to be because the earli-

est meltwater to percolate through the snowpack was redirected by preferential flow

paths, either within the snowpack or at the snowpack-substrate interface. Through-

out the four years studied, the rate of ion depletion as a function of ablation was

comparable despite interannual contrasts in melt rate and snow accumulation. Deep

snowpacks contained higher total ion loads, but did not necessarily lead to higher
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peak conductivities than shallower snowpacks, because the longer flow paths through

deep snowpacks allowed for dispersive effects to dilute the solute at the wetting front.

Three diel patterns in EC were noted: (i) the arrival of the daily meltwater wetting

front was accompanied by a sharp decline in EC (flow rate and EC were anticorre-

lated), (ii) the arrival of the wetting front was accompanied by an increase in EC

(flow rate and EC were correlated), and (iii) no discernible diel signal. The diel

signal, if present, was most pronounced at the beginning of the melt season and in

relatively shallow snowpacks; however the magnitude and type of the diel pattern did

not appear to be mediated by the snow surface energy balance.

Tracer tests using ionic tracers show that both flow correlated and flow anti-

correlated diel signals can be artificially produced, and whether the EC signal is

flow correlated or flow anticorrelated depends on the progress of the tracer pulse

through the snowpack. The first pulse of tracer produced a flow correlated signal; on

subsequent days, the arrival of the daily wetting front was associated with a flow-

anticorrelated signal. High spatial variability in flow rate and ion flux, coupled with

diverse diel patterns, suggest that sampling protocols should include provisions for

averaging sufficiently large areas of the snowpack and time-integrating of samples.

Mass balance considerations suggest that the magnitude of the ionic pulse is sen-

sitive to the partitioning of ions between the solid and liquid phases, the volume

fractions of the mobile and immobile liquid phases, and the degree to which dis-

persion reduces the solute concentrations. The highest concentration factors were
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associated with conditions of low dispersion, low liquid water content (both of which

would prevail under low flow conditions), and low solid phase concentrations. The

observed concentration factors suggest that modeling efforts should include both ad-

vective and dispersive transport processes.

Despite interannual contrasts in melt rate and snow depth, solute depletion as

a function of snow ablation was similar from year to year. This suggests that the

empirical ion depletion functions developed to describe the ion release process in

integrated watershed models (e.g. Wolford et al. [1996] or Gherini et al. [1985]) will

be applicable to years of varying snow accumulation and meteorological conditions.

At the watershed scale, the observed heterogeneity in solute release will contribute

to the strength of the basin-wide ionic pulse, because the earliest water to reach soils

and streams will have the highest concentration. This will occur at relatively low flow

rates, because the entire snowpack is not yet contributing to stream flow; thus the

peak concentrations will be relatively undiminished by dilution compared to what

they would be in a more homogeneous flow regime.



CHAPTER 4

SOLUTE TRANSPORT MODELING IN SNOW

4.1 Objectives

Because of the lack of suitable physically based numerical models for quantifying

solute transport in snow, watershed hydrochemical models rely on empirical rela-

tionships between snowmelt and solute release. Because the solute release signal is

linked to snowpack hydrology, such empirical parameterizations are of doubtful ap-

plicability to conditions much different than those for which the empirical relation

was derived and calibrated. This chapter describes a model for nonreactive solute

transport in snow that incorporates the effects of advection, dispersion, dilution and

concentration due to melting and refreezing, and transfer of solute between immobile

and mobile water. The model was used to investigate the effect of different snow-

water equivalent accumulations on the rate of solute release from an alpine snowpack

in a small watershed.
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4.2 Modeling strategy and implementation

4.2.1 Conceptual model

The transport of water—borne impurities through unsaturated porous media is a

problem that has received much attention in vadose zone hydrology (e.g., Nielsen

et al. [1986] or Bear and Bachmat [1990]). Because snow is an unsaturated porous

medium, much of the conceptual framework used in vadose zone hydrology can be

adapted to describe transport in snow [Colbeck, 1977, 1981]. The following conceptual

and mathematical framework follows Bear and Bachmat [1990], with adaptations for

processes unique to snow. Snow differs from subsurface porous media in two impor-

tant ways: first, the pore geometry changes rapidly as snow ages, resulting in changes

in the material hydrologic properties such as saturated hydraulic conductivity and

the pressure potential—wetness relation; second, mass can be transferred between the

liquid, solid, and gas phases by means of sublimation, condensation, freezing, or melt-

ing. Meltwater production or freezing of liquid water changes solute concentrations

in the liquid phase by releasing solute from melting grains or by incorporating solute

into the ice lattice, as well as by changing the volume of liquid in the snowpack.

Previous models of solute transport in snow have not included melt—freeze effects

[Bales, 1991; Hibberd, 1984], but they are included here.

The boundaries of the modeling domain are the top and bottom of the snowpack,

and three phases affect the solute release and transport process: the solid ice, the

mobile (flowing) liquid water, and the immobile liquid water that is held in place
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by capillary forces. The state variables in the model are the solute concentrations

in the different phases, the volume fractions of the phases, and the Darcy velocity.

Because the snowpack was modeled as being a horizontally homogeneous layered

medium, the distribution of snow properties and solute concentrations only varies in

the vertical direction. The assumption of lateral homogeneity is dubious, especially

in mountainous terrain; however because the snowpack is thin relative to the scale

of watershed, treating the watershed—scale—solute release process as the sum of the

spatially distributed point processes is a reasonable strategy and a practical necessity.

The metamorphic and hydrologic processes occurring in the snowpack were mod-

eled using SNTHERM, a one—dimensional model of heat, mass, and momentum trans-

port within the snowpack [Jordan, 1991]. The SNTHERM model is based on snow-

pack energy balance calculations [Anderson, 1968], which generate meltwater that un-

dergoes gravity—driven unsaturated flow through the snowpack [Colbeck, 1972, 1975].

In the present study, SNTHERM was modified to incorporate solute transport. The

solute is assumed to be nonreactive, which is valid for the strong acid anions typically

found in seasonal snow, but is inapplicable for species such as 112 02 , SO 2 , or 0 3 . Ion

exchange processes with clay or organic material contained in the snowpack are ne-

glected as well. The model presented here is also limited in that it has no mechanism

for grain scale redistribution of solute during cold snow metamorphism; hence the

solute partitioning specified as an initial condition must be the partitioning present

when the snowpack is ripe.



Table 4.1: Definitions of snowpack material properties.

Symbol Definition

Immobile concentration, equivalents solute per unit volume immobile

liquid, eq I11-3

Cm	 Mobile concentration, equivalents solute per unit volume mobile liquid,

eq 111-3

C,	 Solid concentration, equivalents solute per unit volume melted ice, eq

Saturation, volume liquid per volume pore space, 0/ /(1 — 0,), unitless

S,	 Effective saturation, (S — 5,)/(1 — Sr ), unitless

Sr 	Residual saturation, saturation above which flow begins, unitless

Pb	 Bulk density, mass snow per unit volume, kg m -3

Pi	 Liquid density, mass liquid per unit volume liquid, 998.8 kg m -3 at 0°C

Ps	 Solid density, mass ice per unit volume ice, 917.0 kg 111-3 at 0°C

9, 	Immobile volume fraction, volume immobile liquid per unit volume,

unitless

Mobile volume fraction, volume mobile liquid per unit volume, unitless

Solid volume fraction, volume ice per unit volume, unitless
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4.2.2 Mathematical model

The conservation of solute mass within the mobile phase requires that the change

in mass stored within an infinitesimal volume of snow is given by:

a(9mcni)

at =	 +Q

where Q is a source term including contributions from the immobile liquid and solid

phases, Jni is the solute flux density, z is vertical spatial coordinate, and t is time.

Snowpack material properties are defined in Table 4.1. The solute flux density is

given by:

aCm ry
Jrn =

aZ
(4.2)

where D is the dispersion coefficient, and q is the Darcy velocity. With regard to

solute flux, the most influential hydrologic variable is the meltwater mass flux density

u (kg m-2 s- ') or equivalently the meltwater volume flux density (Darcy velocity)

(m s- '):

q = u/Pi
	 (4.3)

In unsaturated conditions, u is a function of effective liquid water saturation:

Se = 	
S — Sr

	1 — Sr

	 ( 4 .4)

where S is the liquid water saturation and Sr is the residual water saturation (the

saturation at which flow begins). Hydrodynamic dispersion depends on the scale of

the system being analyzed, the covariance structure of the porous material, and the

(4. 1)
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flow rate [Gelhar and Axness, 1983], as well as the molecular diffusion coefficient

of the solute. The hydrology of snowpacks is scale—limited by the depth of the

snowpack; therefore the issues of scale—dependent dispersion that arise in aquifers are

not critical in snow, and the primary variable affecting dispersion is the velocity of the

flowing water. Flow rates are generally high enough so that hydrodynamic effects

outweigh diffusive effects; hence the differing coefficients of molecular diffusion for

different species may be neglected. Various formulae have been proposed for relating

the porous material geometry and flow field to the dispersion coefficient [Bear and

Bachmat, 1990; Nielsen et al., 1986], and subsurface hydrology has adopted the form:

D = aq10 7), (4.5)

as a simple, practical way of relating dispersivity (a) to the dispersion coefficient

[Charbeneau and Daniel, 1992] and is the form used in this model. Bales [1991] and

Hibberd [1984] treated the dispersion coefficient as a fitting parameter; however here,

the dispersivity is a parameter, and the dispersion coefficient calculated from it as in

Equation (4.5).

Substitution of the flux J,, and sources due to mass—transfer from the immobile

liquid and melt—freeze effects:

=a(ci_cm.)_c ps aos

Pm at
(4.6)
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where a is the mobile—immobile mass transfer coefficient, into Equation (4.1) results

in:

a(emcm) a (	 acm) a(qcm) 
a(Ci— Cm ) —emD	 (4.7)at	 az	 az 	 pm at

Substituting the expression for conservation of water mass (neglecting vapor fluxes

and compaction),

aemaq Ps aes_
at	 az pm at (4.8)

into Equation (4.7) and rearrangement of terms results in the governing equation for

solute transport in the mobile phase:

ac

	

+(c -c )t aes _ na ( n acm	 acm
at	 m Pm at	 azumi/-57,-)	 + a	 — Cm)	 (4.9)

Changes in solute mass storage within the immobile liquid and solid phases are due

to sources only, because they are immobile phases. The change in solute mass stored

in the immobile liquid phase is given by the mass transferred to the mobile phase:

ei
—
at	

a (Cm —	 (4.10)

unless there is no mobile phase, in which case the source due to melt—freeze effects

is applied to the immobile phase:

ac.	 Ps ao.sei —g (ci-c5)—at	 pi at
(4.11)

Equations (4.9) and (4.10) are solved for the two unknowns, Ci and Cm .
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4.2.3 Numerical Model

Equations (4.9) and (4.10) were solved by a four-step process, where the advective

component of transport was solved by upwind finite differences, the dispersive com-

ponent was solved using the finite difference methods, the mass-transfer was solved

analytically at each time step and at each node, and changes in concentration due to

melting or freezing were determined directly from energy balance calculations.

The snowpack was modeled as a one-dimensional array of nodes, node 1 repre-

senting the bottom layer and node N representing the surface layer. SNTHERM

calculates the nodal temperatures, flow rates, grain-size evolution, liquid water con-

tent, and snow density, as described in detail in Jordan [1991]. In the following, two

sets of subscripts are used as appropriate: the subscripts used in Table 4.1 that de-

note the mobile, immobile and solid phases; and the subscripts j and t that refer to

the jth spatial node and the tth time step, respectively. When the subscript denoting

the phase is omitted, the mobile phase is being referred to; when the subscripts de-

noting time and space are omitted, the current time and node are being referred to.

In principle, the nodal spacing and phase volume fractions vary in time and space,

but for clarity the superscripts j and t will be omitted from those variables except

when necessary.

The advection of mass from one layer to the next is given as:

t+1 \ ct.	At	 (/ t 1 
-t+1)Ct. —(11j-1-11j ) 

3+1)

utti -r Loj	 3C3t' +1 =	 2pz. 03 mpl
(4.12)
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At the upper boundary, the condition was imposed that no solute enters the snow-

pack:

At
= CiN  	 UtP)CiN)

2AZNOmPl
(4.13)

At the bottom of the snowpack, solute was allowed to freely advect from the system.

As wetting and drying fronts move through the snowpack, an internal boundary

condition of zero solute flux was imposed at wetting and drying fronts.

Analytical solution of mobile—immobile phase mass transfer had the advantage

of accuracy and stability at the expense of some additional computation above that

which would be required by a finite difference formulation. Neglecting other transport

processes for the moment, the mobile—immobile phase mass transfer at each node is

governed by the coupled ordinary differential equations:

dC m
— Cm)

— Ci)

(4.14)

(4.15)

dt = 	Ba: (Ci
dC
dt

= (Cm

with the initial conditions:

Cm I t=0	 =	 c:n (4.16)

Gilt.°	 =	 Cf (4.17)

Solving for Ci and Cm at t = At yields:

Ct+1 	t	
—

-e
1 + 1

em 	V; (4.18)C„,=	 +	 oi/om

Gq+1 (4.19)=	 +	 omloi
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The dispersive flux is solved by applying the Crank—Nicholson method (see Fletcher,

[1991]) applied to the equation:

ac = D a2c
at	 az2 (4.20)

The nodal spacing is variable due to compaction and ablation; therefore, each layer

thickness is expressed individually. Letting:

8DAt
s =  	 (4.21)

Azi_ i 2Azi 1 zi+1

gives finite difference equations for each node j of the form:

-

ct+1 	
SE

j-1 A
LAZi

+ SE ( A	

LAZ

1

J-1

-SE

(A,Zi AZi+i)

A +
1	 ) )LAZ3 AZ j AZ3+1

-F— 1)zi
1	 1 ci (1 + 5(e — 1)	 +	

J-
(Az 	Azi A	 A,--.Zj+1

)) 
+

t	 _s(6 — 1)  )
Cj-1-1 (Azi AZj+1 (4.22)

where e is the Crank—Nicholson time—weighting parameter. The boundary conditions

were that no solute enters the snowpack from above, and solute is removed from

the bottom of the snowpack by advection; hence, zero flux boundary conditions are

imposed for both boundaries of Equation (4.22). The amount of solute introduced

into the liquid phase due to melting at each node during a time step is calculated as:

tm 1gs A
AM = 	 (4.23)

Pi
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where m is the nodal melt rate and ,AM is the change in solute mass in the liquid

phase during a given time-step. Brimblecombe et al. [1988] found it necessary to

postulate a radial concentration variation within nominally spherical snow grains to

explain ion ratios observed at low concentrations in laboratory melt experiments.

Radially varying solute concentrations within snow grains undoubtedly occur, but

the degree of variation is not easily quantifiable, especially in watershed geochemical

investigations. In the present study, in order to have as few parameters as possible,

the concentrations within the grains were treated as being radially constant. The

initial condition of the snowpack is given by specifying on a node-by-node basis the

solute mass residing in the immobile liquid phase (or, in a cold snowpack, on the

surface of the ice grains) and the solute mass residing within the ice grains.

4.3 Results

As a first test of the model, conditions were varied to simulate the sensitivity to

residual water saturation (Sr ), flow rate (q), dispersivity (a), mass-transfer coefficient

(a), partition coefficient, i.e. the fraction of solute in the ice matrix versus the grain

exteriors, and the location of solute within the snow profile. The aim was to simulate

the sensitivity to these variables observed in various studies reported in the literature.

To compare solute elution rates, the fraction of solute eluted was plotted against

the fraction of snow ablated; hence the steeper the slope of the elution curve, the more

pronounced the ionic pulse and the higher the peak meltwater concentration. Lower
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Sr led to a more pronounced ionic pulse, due to a given mass of solute being contained

in a smaller volume of liquid water as suggested by Colbeck [1977] (Figure 4.1). A

similar effect occurred for different flow rates: higher flow rates produced higher liquid

water contents, diluting the solute, and reducing the time available for mass transfer,

resulting in lower peak concentrations (Figure 4.2), in agreement with laboratory and

field experiments [Brimblecombe et al., 1988; Marsh and Pomeroy, 1993; Bales et al.,

1993]. Additionally, higher flow rates resulted in greater dispersion, further reducing

peak concentrations. Larger values of dispersivity led to reduced peak concentrations

due to smearing out of the concentration profile. Dispersion affected the strength of

the ionic pulse less when the mass transfer of solute between the immobile and mobile

phases was slow, because slow mass transfer smooths out the concentration profile,

reducing the concentration gradients that drive dispersion (Figure 3.13). Small values

of a led to a less pronounced ionic pulse because slow transfer rates delayed the release

of solute into the flow stream, reducing concentrations (Figure 3.13). The peak

concentration was affected by the partitioning of solute between the grain surfaces

and grain interiors, because solute residing in grain interiors was not released until

the grain melted, whereas solute residing on grain surfaces is available for transport

as soon as mobile water is present, similar to the laboratory observations of Bales et

al. [1989] (Figure 4.5). Bales et al. [1989] found that, when solute is initially located

in the lower horizons of the snow profile, the ionic pulse is more pronounced than
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when the solute is located in the upper horizons. The model reproduces this behavior

as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.1: Effect of residual water saturation (Sr ) on solute elution.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of flowrate (u) on solute elution.
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Figure 4.3: Effect of dispersivity (a) on solute elution. Solid line: mass transfer
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Figure 4.4: Effect of mass transfer coefficient (a) on solute elution.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of the ratio of solute mass initially residing on grain surfaces to

solute mass initially contained in ice grains (mr ) on solute elution.
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The results of the laboratory experiments presented in Chapter 2 were used to

estimate the model parameters a and a. The snow was 38 cm deep, and the heat-

ing plate temperature was held at 30°C. The meteorological inputs to the model

were generated using the Stefan-Boltzman Law, with plate and snow emissivities of

0.98 [Jordan, 1991; Weast, 1991]. Using manual calibration, dispersivity (a) of 0.05

cm gave a good fit, which is a value typical of experimentally derived dispersivities

for laboratory cores of coarse-grained unsaturated porous media [Charbeneau and

Daniel, 1992]. An a of 4x10 6 s-1 gave a good fit, also based on manual calibra-

tion. Because this experiment used an applied tracer, application of this value of

a to natural snow is tentative. In addition to quantifying grain-scale mass-transfer

processes, a parameterizes the transfer of solute from slower moving meltwater to

faster moving preferential flow paths.

4.3.1 Plot—scale simulations

Solute release from field snow, where the energy balance of the snowpack is driven

by diel variations in meteorological conditions, differs from the conditions of the

laboratory experiment in that melt-freeze cycles and the passage of multiple wetting

fronts affect solute concentrations. Meltwater discharge and EC for a snow lysimeter

at Mammoth Mountain, California, were simulated. The data were collected in six

1 x 1 m lysimeters that were equipped with tipping bucket gauges and EC meters,

as described in Chapter 3. An ionic tracer, Li 2 CO3 , was applied to the surface of
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Figure 4.6: Effect of location of solute in the snow profile. Dotted line: solute resides
in the top 4 cm of the 38 cm snow profile; solid line: solute resides in the bottom 4
cm of the snow profile.
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Figure 4.7: Observed and simulated meltwater discharge (A) and electrical conduc-
tivity (B) in laboratory experiment.
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the snowpack, and the EC peak reaching the bottom of the snowpack was observed

with the arrival of the day's wetting front, followed by a decline in EC as the tracer

was removed from the snowpack (Figure 4.8). The model successfully reproduced

the observations, using a=4 x10 -5 s -1 and the same a that was used to simulate the

laboratory experiments.
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Figure 4.8: Observed and simulated meltwater discharge (A) and electrical conduc-
tivity (B) in field tracer test.
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CHAPTER 5

Watershed—Scale Modeling of Snowmelt and Solute Release

When looking at the effects of hydrologic and geochemical processes on hydro-

chemical variables, the natural geographic unit to study is the watershed, because

the integrated results of processes occurring within the watershed are easily observed

at the watershed outflow. One application of the model presented in the previous

chapter is to model meltwater discharge and concentrations suitable for input into

hydrochemical models. In this chapter, the model is applied to the release of chlo-

ride from the melting snowpack in the Emerald Lake Watershed (ELW), a 1.2 km2

glacial cirque in the Sierra Nevada, California (Figure 5.1) [Tonnesson, 1991]. The

simulation was carried out by classifying regions of the basin based on snow-water

equivalent (SWE), incident solar radiation, and elevation; running the model for each

class; and aggregating the results of the model runs into a basin-wide meltwater dis-

charge and solute release signal. Because of chloride's nonreactive behavior and the

short travel time for meltwater to reach streams, the modeled concentrations were

compared to concentrations in streams issuing into Emerald Lake.
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Figure 5.1: Emerald Lake Basin.
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The required inputs to the model were spatial distributions of SWE and snow

chemistry at peak snow accumulation and a time series of spatial distributions of

meteorological variables during the melt period. A data set consisting of snow depth

and snow density measurements [Elder et al., 1991], stream discharge measurements

[Kattelmann and Elder, 1991], and hourly meteorological measurements [Marks et al.,

1992] from Emerald Lake Watershed, Sequoia National Park, California (Figure 1) for

1987 was used for this simulation. The watershed is sparsely vegetated, with poorly

developed soils and much exposed granitic bedrock and talus. It ranges in elevation

from 2800 m a.m.s.l. at the Emerald Lake outlet to 3416 m a.m.s.l. at Alta Peak

on the southern boundary of the basin.. The topography of the basin was described

by a 5 m resolution digital elevation model (DEM) derived from aerial photography.

Snow surveys were conducted on April 18 (day of year (DOY) 108), May 22 (DOY

142), and June 5 (DOY 156). The initial condition for the snowpack was derived

from the April 18 survey; however, because the April 18 survey was slightly after the

peak snow accumulation, the model was initiated with 7.6 cm additional snow-water

equivalence (SWE) in the basin to account for ablation between peak accumulation

(approximately April 1) and April 18. Water storage within the snowpack derived

from the surveys and observed snow—covered area (SCA) are summarized in Table

5.1. SCA images from May 22 and June 5 were used to assess model performance.



Table 5.1: Summary of snowpack water storage and snow—covered area.
Date SCA (ha) SCA (%) Volume (1000 m3) Mean SWE (m)
April 18 107.2 89.3 721.3 0.60
May 22 59.5 49.5 287.3 0.24
June 5 41.8 34.8 157.8 0.13
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The SWE distribution was interpolated from the snow survey data using regression

tree classification [Elder et al., 1991, 1995]. The snow density at peak accumulation

was considered to be uniform across the basin and equal to the mean value observed

in the snow pits (348 kg m-3). The chloride concentration in the snowpack was 1.5

peq L -1 and was assumed to be uniform throughout the basin, based on measure-

ments of distributed snow fall chemistry [Williams and Melack, 1991]. Distributed

meteorological measurements were based on hourly observations from a station in

the basin, and were extended to all points in the basin. Air temperature was treated

as a linear function of elevation, using a lapse rate of -4.0°C km-1 . Wind speed,

relative humidity, and downwelling thermal radiation were considered uniform across

the basin.

Distributed solar radiation was calculated using the methods of Dozier and Frew

[1990] [Galarraga-Sanchez, 1995]. The DEM was used to calculate slope, azimuth,

solar illumination angle, horizons, and view factors for incident radiation from the sky

and reflected from surrounding terrain, producing a map of incident solar radiation

under clear-sky conditions for May 1, producing a map of potential radiation at each

pixel in the basin. The potential radiation map was used to determine the ratio of

potential radiation at the meteorological station to the potential radiation at each

pixel in the DEM, providing a factor by which the measured incoming solar radiation

is multiplied to estimate the incoming solar radiation at each pixel. Changes in solar

radiation due to cloudiness, changes in atmospheric properties, or changes in solar
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zenith angle are recorded in the hourly solar radiation measurements and treated as

uniform across the basin; however, self-shading conditions underneath north—facing

cliffs do not change over the course of the model run because the potential radiation

map was calculated for May 1 only.

The spatial coverages were then used to divide the basin into regions of similar con-

ditions using unsupervised classification [Harrington et al., 1995]. The classification

was carried out using the iterative clustering algorithm given by [Richards, 1993] and

implemented in the geographic information system GRASS [Westervelt et al., 1990].

Each pixel in the DEM has an elevation, a SWE value, and a multiplier for incoming

solar radiation associated with it. Each pixel location in the basin is a point in the

three—dimensional space of pixels with coordinates defined by these three quantities.

Each pixel is associated with a "cluster" of other pixels having nearby coordinates.

Prior to applying the clustering algorithm to snowmelt modeling, digital maps of

SWE, incoming solar radiation, and elevation were rescaled to the same range of val-

ues and histogram stretched such that the data were uniformly distributed over the

rescaled range of the data. The algorithm was initiated by choosing a set of candidate

mean vectors for a specified number of clusters (50 in this case); each pixel is assigned

to the nearest candidate mean, and the mean vectors are recalculated based on the

pixels assigned to each cluster. If the mean vectors of two clusters are too close to

each other, the clusters are combined. If a cluster becomes too small (425 m2 in this

case), the cluster is combined with the nearest cluster to it. The process is repeated
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until the classification is stable to a specified tolerance. The result of the classifica-

tion is a set of regions, each with a mean elevation, mean SWE, and mean incoming

solar radiation. The one-dimensional model was then run for each class, producing

snowmelt discharge and Cl- concentrations at the bottom of the snowpack for each

class. The discharge from each class was then summed into a basin-wide discharge

and mean concentration. This procedure is advantageous because the classes need

not be spatially contiguous; therefore a single one-dimensional model run is used to

calculate snowmelt at multiple locations with similar attributes in the basin.

In Figure 5.2a, the modeled basin-wide meltwater discharging from the base of

the snowpack is compared with the discharge from the basin. This comparison is

justified because the soils in the basin are thin or absent, subsurface and surface

water storage in the basin is small, and meltwater transit times in the basin are on

the order of a few hours [Kattelmann and Elder, 1991; Williams et al., 1993]. Using

the efficiency criteria of model performance of Nash and Suttecliffe [1970], 0.52 of

the variance in the lake discharge is explained by the modeled snowmelt. Applying

a linear reservoir model to the modeled snowmelt produces a Nash and Suttecliffe

efficiency of 0.88 [Chow et al., 1988]. Comparison of cumulative lake discharge and

snowmelt indicates that the seasonal mass balance for the model and the observed

stream discharge is good.

Modeled and observed SCA agree with respect to larger scale features such as

the southeast-facing slopes in the northern portion of the basin becoming snow free
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Figure 5.2: Flow rates (a) and Cl- concentration factors (b). Observed lake out-
flow and modeled snowpack meltwater drainage. Observed lake inflow concentration
factors, modeled concentration factor, and concentration factor from Wolford et al.
[1996].
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relatively early in the melt season; however other features such as the loss of snow

cover from the ridge along the southern boundary of the basin and the pattern of

snow cover on the cliffs and talus fields on the northeast—facing parts of the basin are

not captured by the model (Figure 5.3). Table 5.2 summarizes the percentage areal

agreement and error between the observed and modeled SCA.



SPOT/air photoSnow melt model

May 22
(DOY 142)
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(DOY 108)

June 5
(DOY 156)

Figure 5.3: Comparison of observed and modeled SCA. White areas are snow covered;
black are snow free.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of observed and modeled SCA as percent of basin area covered.
Agreement was approximately 100% for April 18.
Date Model and observation

agree.
Model snow free; ob-
served to be snow
covered.

Model snow covered;
observed to be snow
free.

May 22
June 5

67%
65%

9%
11%

24%
24%
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Three estimates of ablation were available for comparison: (1) change in snowpack

storage as reflected by the sequential snow surveys; (2) change in snowpack water

storage as reflected by modeled snowmelt and evaporation from the snowpack; and

(3) estimated water exiting the basin by measured stream discharge and modeled

evaporation. The basin water balance obtained from these three methods is in good

agreement, as shown by the comparison in Table 5.3. Groundwater discharge from

the basin was assumed to be negligible; therefore the total water exiting the basin

shown in Table 5.3 is the sum of modeled evaporation and lake outlet discharge.

The model overestimated SCA on May 22 and June 5; however the disagreement in

ablation between model and survey for the periods April 18-May 22 and May 22-June

5 were 15% and 4%, respectively, suggesting that while basin-wide mass balance is

being adequately modeled, pointwise ablation is not. Transects comparing modeled

and surveyed SWE across the basin (Figure 5.4) suggest that errors in modeled SWE

were in part compensated for by errors in SCA; hence the mass balance given in

Table 5.3 shows less error than the error in SCA given in Table 5.2. For example, on

June 5, the observed SCA is greater than that predicted by the model (Figure 5.3),

but the SWE is generally greater in the modeled snowpack in the areas where the

model predicts snow coverage (Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Cross section of interpolated and modeled SWE along transect A-A'.
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Table 5.3: Basin water balance. Change in water storage in snowpack estimated
from snow surveys and calculated by model compared to water leaving the basin.
Evaporation (E) was modeled; Stream discharge (Q) was observed.

A snowpack storage (1000 m3 ) Losses from basin (1000 m3 )
Time interval Surveyed Modeled E Q Total
March 15—April 18 -92.8 -103.7 35.2 80.4 115.6
April 18—May 22 -434.0 -370.1 15.7 357.1 372.8
May 22—June 5 -128.5 -138.0 4.6 129.7 134.4
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Figure 5.4 shows that on June 5, the model predicted that steep northeast—facing

slopes were still snow—covered, whereas these areas were observed to be snow—free.

This suggests a problem in the initial regression—based SWE estimate, the reclassi-

fication by clustering, or the modeled ablation for these areas. Comparison of the

regression-based SWE estimate and the reclassified SWE distribution shows that

some of the largest discrepancies between the two are in these regions, with a loss

of up to 24 cm SWE going from regression-based SWE to reclassified SWE. This

is expected, because these areas have the highest SWE accumulations in the basin;

hence the clustering algorithm pulls the most extreme pixel values in toward the

cluster means. Because the solar radiation distribution did not account for changes

in self—shading over the course of the model run, this is a possible explanation for the

discrepancy on steep northeast—facing slopes. Lateral flow of meltwater, incorrectly

modeled heat exchange from the substrate to the snowpack, or creep along rock slabs

may also have contributed to the discrepancy. The flatter areas on the south and

southwest flanks of the basin that become snow-free earlier than the model predicted

have very little discrepancy between the tree-based SWE estimate and the reclassified

SWE distribution (1-3 cm). In these areas, the snowpack is underlain by talus, which

imposes subpixel scale irregularities in snow depth and local lateral thermal and hy-

draulic gradients. These conditions cannot be accounted for by a one-dimensional

model, and their effect on ablation is unclear. The discrepancy in snow cover along

the ridge along the southern boundary of the basin (Figure 5.3) may be due to errors
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in modeling sensible and/or heat exchange due to using a uniform wind speed across

the basin.

Figure 5.2a compares the modeled basin-wide meltwater discharging from the

base of the snowpack with the observed discharge from the basin. This comparison

is reasonable because the soils in the basin are thin or absent, subsurface and surface

water storage in the basin is small, and meltwater transit times in the basin are

on the order of a few hours [Kattelmann and Elder, 1991; Williams et al., 1993].

The modeled hydrograph showed more short-term variation than the observed, in

part because the modeled result has not been subjected to the modulating effect of

routing through soils and stream channels, but this is not critical to our purpose

of modeling solute release. Figure 5.2b compares the modeled CF for Cl- issuing

from the snowpack with the Cl- measured in the streams discharging into Emerald

Lake (normalized by division by the bulk snowpack concentration, in similar fashion

to calculation of the concentration factor). The model predicts a maximum CF of

about 7, whereas Cl- concentration factors during the 1987 melt season at ELW from

three snow lysimeters recorded maxima at the beginning of melt ranged from 1.8 to

6.2 [Dozier et al., 1989].

Watershed hydrochemical models of snow-covered basins require a functional spec-

ification of the solute-release rate from the melting snowpack. Wolford et al. [1996]

used an empirical double-exponential function to express solute concentrations as a
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function fraction of snowpack melted, which was parameterized to produce a max-

imum CF of 4 (5.2b). Chen et al. [1983] suggested a maximum CF of 1.5-2.0 be

specified for the ILWAS model, but note that this is likely to be site-specific. Both

the physically based model and the empirical model produce C Fs in the range of

observed meltwater concentration factors and are similar to Cl- levels observed in

the lake inflows.

An advantage of a physically based model is that it allows investigation of hy-

pothetical situations, because the necessity for situation-dependent parameter cali-

bration is less than for a purely empirical model. Figures 5.5a-c compare the solute

release resulting from three different SWE accumulations in the ELW. The observed

SWE accumulation is the same as in 5.2a. When the SWE is taken as 0.5 times

the observed peak accumulation and the same meteorological conditions are imposed

as in Figure 5.2, a much higher peak CF results, because the flow rates and liquid

water contents are lower when melt starts issuing from the pack, producing higher

initial concentrations. When initial SWE accumulation is taken as 1.5 times the ob-

served SWE, the CF is slightly higher than the CF modeled using the observed peak

accumulation. This should not be mistaken for a direct sensitivity of CF to SWE

accumulation; rather, CF varies with SWE accumulation because initial meltwater

discharge rates are sensitive to meteorological conditions at the time of flow onset.

The hourly discharges shown in Figure 5.6 show that at the onset of flow, both the 0.5

and 1.5 times observed SWE accumulations had lower initial flow rates for the first
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24 h of meltwater discharge than the observed case. Meltwater reached the bottom of

the pack earlier in the shallower SWE accumulation. The colder conditions prevailing

at that time led to lower flow rates, thus lower water contents, thus less dilution, and

consequently a higher initial CF. In the deeper snowpack, meteorological conditions

at the particular day when flow began also produced a slightly elevated CF (Figure

5.5b). Because the higher CFs were associated with lower flow rates, the overall ion

release rates tended to be about the same in each of the three cases (Figure 5.5c).

When a larger lapse rate was imposed on the model, there was little change in either

flow rate (Figure 5.7a) or CF (Figure 5.7b), because under the conditions at Emerald

Lake Watershed, the sensible heat flux is a relatively small part of the snowpack

energy budget.
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Figure 5.6: Hourly discharge during the early melt season for the observed mean

SWE, 0.5 times the observed mean SWE, and 1.5 times the observed mean SWE.
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5.1 Discussion

When modeling the laboratory experiment, the melt rate was constrained by the

steady-state flow rate reached after the wetting front reached the bottom of the pack,

and residual water saturation was constrained by the wetting-front velocity (c.f. Fig-

ure 4.7a) [Colbeck, 1978]. The initial ratio of solute mass in the ice grains to solute

mass in immobile water is constrained by the CF that the meltwater approaches

during the later stages of the experiment (about 0.4 in Figure 4.7b), when concen-

trations are determined by release of solute from grain interiors. Values of a smaller

than 1 x10 -6 s" led to unrealistic accumulations of solute in the top layer of the pack

as snow melted faster than solute was released, and as larger than 1.0 x10 -5 s led

to complete mixing under the flow rates of the experiment. Similar values of a and

a produced reasonable results in laboratory, plot, and small-watershed-scale melt

situations, suggesting that these parameter values may be applicable to a variety of

problems. However, these values are tentative pending further modeling of a variety

of melt situations. A larger value of a was needed to fit the plot-scale tracer test,

probably because the tracer was applied as liquid and had no chance to refreeze,

hence the bulk of the solute began in the mobile phase. Initializing the model in this

state required that a higher value of a be used to fit the observations. Dispersion

and immobile-mobile phase mass transfer both smoothed the concentration profile,

reducing the intensity of the ionic pulse. While hydrodynamic dispersion and inter-

phase mass transfer are distinct physical processes, their effect on the concentration
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signal is similar; therefore it is probable that the pair of parameters used here is

nonunique. Studies of dispersion in other porous media provide some guidance with

respect to a likely range of values for a (e.g. Mercer and Waddell, 1992), and the val-

ues used here are well within the range reported for situations with no mass-transfer

limitations.

Solute transport is linked to meltwater movement through advection, captured in

the second term on the righthand side of equation (4.9); thus successfully modeling

solute transport is predicated on successfully modeling meltwater movement. The

meltwater flow field during and shortly after ripening is heterogeneous and three-

dimensional, and a one-dimensional model such as SNTHERM is limited in how

accurately it can reproduce meltwater discharge at this time of the melt season.

Because the early part of the melt season is also the period of highest solute concen-

trations, accurate modeling of the early season melt is critical to accurately modeling

the ionic pulse. Modeling solute movement in a newly ripened snowpack with a one-

dimensional model such as SNTHERM is a simplification of the actual snowpack

hydrology, because lateral flow and flow fingering both affect solute concentrations

[Jones, 1985; Harrington et al., 1996]. Kattelmann [1995] found that preferential

flow paths can channel water to the base of the snowpack before the bulk of the

pack is ripened, which also clearly allows solute to reach the base of the pack be-

fore a one-dimensional model such as used here would predict. At the plot scale,

where preferential flow paths can be expected to be of comparable importance as
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topographically mediated variability in melt rate, a one-dimensional model such as

presented here will not perform well. Alternatively, at the small-watershed-scale,

where the topographically mediated melt rate is more important than the details of

the flow field within the pack, a one-dimensional model can be expected to perform

well if the details of the basin-scale melt-field are modeled accurately. Figures 4.7

and 4.8 show instances where meltwater flow was modeled accurately, and the solute

concentration was also reproduced. In both of these situations, the snowpack was

relatively homogeneous, and flow was approximately one-dimensional. On the other

hand, Figure 5.2 illustrates how the modeling solute signal can suffer as a result of

inaccurate flow modeling. In the watershed-scale simulation, outflow from the lake

began to increase at about day 85, whereas simulated meltwater discharge does not

begin until day 97, resulting in a delay in simulated peak concentrations.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS: SNOWMELT AND SOLUTE

TRANSPORT AT DIFFERENT SCALES

The transfer of information from one spatial or time scale to another is a critical

issue in hydrology because the scale at which hydrologic processes are studied is often

not the scale that is of interest for management or investigative purposes. The term

"scale" means the length or time that characterizes an experiment, observation, or

process. In the work presented here, snowmelt and solute transport processes were

studied at three spatial scales: laboratory (less than 1 m), field plot (a few m), and

small catchment (about 1 km). While the spatial scales of the three experiments

span three orders of magnitude, the contrast in time scales is less clear. Though the

duration of the laboratory experiment was less than the duration of snowmelt at the

plot and catchment scales, the sampling time intervals in all three cases were similar

(larger, actually, in the laboratory experiment), and many of the processes governing

the plot and catchment scale experiments vary with the diel cycle in energy exchange,

which has a similar time scale to the duration of the laboratory experiment. Melt

rates were comparable between the laboratory and plot scale experiments (Figures

2.3 and 3.3). Meltwater and solute fluxes are easier to observe and quantify at the
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laboratory and plot scales, but for the purpose of assessing hydrologic and ecological

response to meltwater and solute fluxes (and changes thereof), we are interested

in larger spatial scales. In the context of this work, knowledge of how to transfer

information from the laboratory and plot scales to the catchment scale is desired.

In the experiments described in Chapter 2, it was found that at the laboratory

scale, movement of dilute meltwater along preferential flowpaths led to a slightly, but

persistently, diminished ionic pulse in those areas of the snowpack where meltwater

first percolated from the pack. In the plot-scale observations described in Chapter 3,

it was observed that the lysimeters which began flowing first had higher ionic pulses

than those which flowed substantially later than the others, which had diminished

ionic pulses. These observations appear to contradict one another. In the laboratory

case, the ionic pulse in the earliest arriving meltwater was diluted by meltwater mov-

ing down preferential flow paths whereas, at the plot scale, late-starting lysimeters

were bypassed by both meltwater and solute. In comparing these two observations,

the difference in both time and space scales needs to be considered. The late-starting

lysimeters began flowing on the order of a week or two later than did the earlier-

starting lysimeters, while the time interval between the first and last flow cells to

begin flowing in the laboratory experiment was a few hours to tens of hours (Fig-

ure 2.4). The laboratory experiment was conducted in a homogeneous isothermal

snowpack, and development of preferential flow paths was not due to stratigraphic
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discontinuities, as is typical of field snow [Marsh and Woo, 1984a]. Rather, prefer-

ential flowpaths formed along small—scale inhomogeneities (i.e. inhomogeneities that

were not spatially persistent within the experimental apparatus). Subsequent wetting

of flow fingers increased their hydraulic conductivity by increased liquid water content

and grain growth rates. The postitive feedback process by which flow fingers grow is

well known in soil physics (e.g. Glass et al. [1989b1), but it is enhanced in snow by

the rapid increase in grain growth rate that accompanies the change from dry to wet

snow metamorphism [Colbeck, 1979]. These inhomogeneities were probably random

variations in density and/or grain size, and their ephemeral nature was suggested by

the generally uniform steady—state flow rates that finger—flow and background—flow

areas attained late in the experiments (Figure 2.5). In contrast, at the plot scale,

meltwater was redirected by stratigraphic inhomogeneities within the snowpack and

ice layers at the snow—substrate interface (Figure 3.11). The persistence of the ef-

fect of stratigraphic inhomogeneities on flow rates is shown by the high coefficient

of variation in meltwater fluxes at the plot—scale compared to the laboratory—scale

observations (Table 6.1). The effect of meltwater redirection on solute fluxes at the

plot scale is to deplete the snowpack of solute before meltwater flows through the lat-

est starting lysimeters, resulting in reduced ionic pulses. The laboratory observation

that dilute meltwater in flow fingers depresses the magnitude of the ionic pulse helps

explain the plot—scale observation that the ionic pulse is relatively insensitive to snow

depth. If dilute meltwater from the surface of the pack moves rapidly to the base of
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the pack along flow fingers, the heightened ionic pulse that might be expected from

the longer flowpaths and greater solute storage in deeper snow will be diminished.

Many previous studies of solute transport in snow have identified an inverse relation

between solute concentration and instantaneous discharge (e.g. Brimblecombe et al.,

1988; Marsh and Pomeroy, 1993; Bales et al., 1993). This was found to be true, with

some provisions: an inverse relation between hourly discharge and EC was usually

observed in lysimeters with prominent diel signals (e.g. Figure 3.6), but during 1992,

the opposite correlation was observed (Figure 3.4). The relation between total dis-

charge and concentration for individual lysimeters was less strong. Figure 6.1 shows

a weak inverse relation between total discharge and mean EC for the flow channels

in the laboratory melt experiments, but Figure 6.2 shows a positive correlation be-

tween total discharge and ion flux (taken as q x C). Apparently, the higher flux of

meltwater more than makes up for the diluted concentrations when considering what

parts of the snowpack transport the most solute. At the plot scale, there was only

a very weak inverse relation between total lysimeter discharge and mean lysimeter

conductivity; hence the tendency for lysimeters with high meltwater fluxes to have

high ion fluxes is even stronger, simply because q x C will necessarily be correlated

with q if q and C are otherwise uncorrelated.
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Figure 6.1: Total discharge and mean conductivity of each flow cell in laboratory
snow box. Correlation coefficient = -0.62.
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Table 6.1: Coefficients of variation between different locations for cumulative melt-
water discharge and volume-weighted mean conductivity. 

Coefficient of variationa
Laboratory experiments

A
B
D

Plot-scale observations
1992
1993
1994
1995

Flow Conductivity

	

0.20	 0.17

	

0.18	 0.20

	

0.15	 0.13

	0.54
	

0.36

	

0.48
	

0.43

	

0.32
	

0.11

	

0.50
	

6      

aFor lab experiment, the CV is calculated among the different
compartments in the apparatus; for the plot—scale observations,
the CV is calculated among the lysimeters.

b Concentration perturbed by tracer tests.
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The challenge is to extend the results of the laboratory and plot-scale experi-

ments to larger scales. At the plot scale, the observation that total discharge and

total ion flux are positively correlated and that total discharge and mean concen-

tration are at most very weakly related is reassuring for distributed modeling at the

small-catchment-scale. In the distributed modeling scheme presented in Chapter 5,

the numerical model was run for various conditions of air temperature, incident solar

radiation, and peak SWE. The total discharge and mean concentration from each

set of conditions for which the model was run are necessarily uncorrelated, because

initial concentrations were taken as uniform throughout the basin, and there is no

mechanism for lateral movement of meltwater to redistribute solute from one model-

ing class to another. This implies that the mean solute concentration will be uniform

throughout the basin, and the total meltwater flux will simply be a function of ini-

tial SWE. In contrast, total discharges and total ion fluxes in the modeling scheme

implies a one-to-one correlation between total discharge and total ion flux among

the modeling classes. This is similar to the observed correlations between meltwater

flux and solute concentration observed at the plot scale (Figure 6.3). Processes such

as downslope movement of meltwater and solute along stratigraphic boundaries or

within the basal saturated layer are not accounted for within this model, and a more

refined model would include them.

The modeling methods presented in Chapter 4 become increasingly difficult to

validate as the scale of application becomes larger. Even at the laboratory scale, the
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assumption of one-dimensional flow is doubtful (e.g., the above discussion regarding

flow finger dilution relies on lateral flow as an explanation of ionic pulse magnitudes).

The problem of validating spatially distributed physically based hydrologic models

is not, of course, limited to the case at hand [Bergstrom, 1991]. It has even been

suggested that such models simply cannot be validated [Oreskes et al., 1994; Konikow

and Bredehoeft, 1992]. However, the one-dimensional model provides a relatively

detailed rendition of volume averaged grain-scale processes such as mobile-immobile

liquid phase mass transfer and unsaturated flow, as well as snowpack-scale conditions

such as stratigraphic variations and temperature profiles. As discussed in Chapters

2 and 3, these processes are manifested in observations of the magnitude of the ionic

pulse.

Because the amplitude of the ionic pulse depends on both the internal proper-

ties of the snowpack and on hydrological variables that are mediated by the snow

surface energy balance, empirical solute-release functions such as those used in in-

tegrated watershed hydrochemical models such as ILWAS [Gherini et al., 1985] or

AHM [Wolford et al., 1996] need to be uniquely parameterized for each watershed

to which they are applied. The plot-scale results suggest that the magnitude of the

ionic pulse is less affected by SWE accumulation than by extant meteorological con-

ditions. Even then, such a parameterization assumes not only that snow properties

and chemical profiles are representable by average conditions which are annually re-

peated, but that the meteorological conditions driving the snowpack energy balance
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are also representable by parameterizations that capture average conditions. Fur-

thermore, in empirical models, the peak CF is linked to model parameters rather

than to independent variables; thus it cannot be sensitive to alterations in chemical

loading or climate. For the purpose of predicting the effect of climate change and/or

changes in chemical loading, a physically based model such as the one presented here

is preferable to the empirical solute-release functions that have been used previously

in watershed hydrochemical models. The limitations of a physically based model to

reproduce the ionic pulse lie in its ability (or lack thereof) to reproduce the meltwater

flow field. At scales where a one-dimensional model is unable to capture the bulk

flowfield, such as in situations where preferential flowpaths and lateral flow influ-

ence the hydrograph, the solute release signal will not be accurately rendered by the

model. Given a two or three dimensional flow model, the mathematical framework

presented here could readily be adapted to the higher dimensional case.

Interest in the ionic pulse stems from its effects on water chemistry and ecosys-

tems. Future studies of the ionic pulse should focus on scaling up to the watershed

scale, because this is the natural hydrologic subunit at which to assess these effects.

Much progress has been made in understanding the grain-scale and snowpack-scale

processes that affect meltwater solute concentrations [Davis, 1991; Tranter, 1991],

but the effects of lateral flow due to ice lenses, hillslopes, and basal saturated zones

on solute concentrations are unexplored. Because these processes affect the residence
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time of meltwater in soils, they are likely to influence the chemical evolution of melt-

water as it is transmitted from the snowpack to streams. Modeling the ionic pulse

on the scale of a small catchment requires a physically based snowmelt model that

provides the hydrologic variables which influence solute concentrations, such as snow

wetness and meltwater flow rate. Yet this type of model presents difficulties that

are not present in simpler empirical models. The foremost difficulty in using such

a model is the assembly of the requisite data for running and validating the model.

Meteorological and hydrological variables are requried in spatially distributed time

series, which are difficult to obtain in the remote, rugged topography of alpine ar-

eas. While these variables are easily measured at a single point, they vary rapidly

in space and time, and the challenge is to obtain complete spatial coverages. The

difficulty of obtaining ground—based measurements in alpine terrain can be partly

overcome by using remotely sensed data. The use of remotely sensed snow—covered

area from visible band imagery can provide time series of snow covered area [Rosen-

thal and Dozier, 1996]. Snow wetness can be retrieved from SAR [Shi and Dozier,

1992], which would be a valuable source of data for validating spatially distributed

snowmelt models. Snow grain size can be retrieved from hyperspectral imagery [No-

lin and Dozier, 1993], which could be used to calculate spatially distributed albedo

[Marks and Dozier, 1992]. Even the elusive goal of remote sensing of snow—water

equivalent may be possible using synthetic aperature radar, photogrammetry [Cline,

1993], or inversion of satellite imagery [Cline et al., 1996].
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Tools such as time series of remotely sensed snow-covered area, physically based

modeling, and basin attribute classification have other applications besides model-

ing meltwater chemistry. Operational hydrologic models are applicable only to the

conditions for which their empirical parameters were calibrated. A physically based

model such as the one described in Chapters 4 and 5 can be applied to situations for

which empirical parameters are unknown. The modeling methods used here would

be useful to water supply managers interested in assessing the effect of extreme or

hypothetical conditions on snowmelt runoff or in developing snow-cover depletion

curves for use with operational models.



Appendix A

MODIFICATIONS TO SNTHERM FOR SOLUTE

TRANSPORT

This appendix documents the changes made to SNTHERM rev.2 [Jordan, 1991] to

include nonreactive solute tranport through melting snow. The changes made include

the addition of a subroutine for performing the calculations outlined in Chapter 4

(solute.f), modifications to sntherm.f and getinput .f to accommodate input of

the necessary data, modifications of subdivide.f and combinenodes.f to manage

solute mass conservation during subdividing and combining of nodes during melt,

and modifications write.f to write out results.

No changes are necessary in the meteorological data file. The first line of the

snowpack initial conditions file must be modified to include the mobile—immobile

phase mass transfer coefficient (a) and the dispersivity (m). These should be the

last two input variables on the first line of the input file. In addition, an additional

input file is necessary to specify the initial concentrations in the snow profile. The file

should have as many lines as there are snow nodes, with three real number fields per

line, where the fields are the solute mass stored at a node in, from left to right, the

mobile, immobile, and solid phases. The first line of the file corresponds to the basal
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layer of the snowpack; the last line corresponds to the surface layer. The filename of

this file should appear as the seventh line in FILENAME.
This is an example of the initial conditions file:

2,999,1,850.,0,0,0,0,400.,0,0,3600.,0,0.00, 0.11,0.000002,0.05
0.50,0.5,0.50
4,3,0.40,.001,999,1.0,1.,1.00,1.00,0.98
10,1,0.0,0.005,999,0.7,0.7,2.00,2.00,1.0
2,5.,1.,900.,900.,.01,.05

272.8 0.2000 100.0 0.0000
272.8 0.2000 100.0 0.0000
272.8 0.2000 100.0 0.0000
272.8 0.2000 100.0 0.0000
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02
266.0 0.1000E-01 322.9 0.100E-02

This is an example of the additional solute storage initial conditions file:

0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
0.0 1.0 0.8
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A.1 Source code for solute.f

This section lists the FORTRAN source code for the subroutine solute.f. The

subroutine is called from the main sntherm.f program.

c solves solute mass transport for each node
c in three parts: advection, mass transfer and dispersion

subroutine solute(ssisnow,alpha,disp)
include 'const'
include 'arrays'

double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double
double

precision
precision
precision
precision
precision
precision
precision
precision
precision
precision

ssisnow,alpha,disp
thetam(nd),thetai(nd),thetas(nd)
thetal(nd),aa(nd,3),rhs(nd)
coni(nd),cons(nd)
admass(nd)
rhol, rhoi,avel,avelp
sol,swe,masserr,conmold,coniold
smmoold, smimold,smmonew,smimnew
s,cn,expfac,tstep,meltmass,dc
tmassold,tmassnew

integer jday,ihour,imin,mobzone,dodisp,nsteps
integer ismobile(nd)

c densities of liquid water and ice

rhol=1000.0
rhoi=917.0
cn=0.55
mobzone=8

do 100 i=nsoil+1,n

c calculate nodal vol fractions and concentrations

admass(i)=0.0
thetas(i)=bi(i)/rhoi
thetal(i)=b1(i)/rhol



if(thetal(i) .ge. ssisnow*(1.0-thetas(i))) then
thetai(i)=ssisnow*(1.0-thetas(i))
thetam(i)=thetal(i)-thetai(i)

else
thetai(i)=thetal(i)
thetam(i)=0.0

end if
if(thetai(i) .gt. 0.0) then

coni(i)=smim(i)/dz(i)/thetai(i)
else

coni(i)=0.0
end if

if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0) then
conm(i)=smmo(i)/dz(i)/thetam(i)

else
conm(i)=0.0

end if
if(thetas(i) .gt. 0.0) then

cons(i)=smso(i)/dz(i)/thetas(i)
else

cons(i)=0.0
end if

100 continue
do 110 i=n+1,nd

thetam(i)=0.0
thetai(i)=0.0
thetas(i)=0.0
cons(i)=0.0
conm(i)=0.0
coni(i)=0.0
110 continue

c adjust nodal masses, and account for solute released from
c ice phase due to melting

if(nosnowcover .eq. 0)then
do 300 i=nsoil+1,n
nodalmelt(i)=bio(i)*dzo(i)-bi(i)*dz(i)
meltmass=nodalmelt(i)*cons(i)/rhoi
if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0) then

if(nodalmelt(i) .gt. 0.0)then
smim(i)= smim(i)+meltmass
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smso(i)= smso(i)-meltmass
end if
if(nodalmelt(i) .lt. 0.0)then
smim(i)= smim(i)-meltmass
smso(i)= smso(i)+meltmass

end if
coni(i)=smim(i)/(dz(i)*thetai(i))
conm(i)=smmo(i)/(dz(i)*thetam(i))

else
smim(i)=smim(i)+smmo(i)
if(nodalmelt(i) .gt. 0.0)then
smim(i)= smim(i)+meltmass
smso(i)= smso(i)-meltmass

end if
if(nodalmelt(i) .lt. 0.0)then

smim(i)= smim(i)-meltmass
smso(i)= smso(i)+meltmass

end if
if(thetai(i) .gt. 0.0) then
coni(i)=smim(i)/(dz(i)*thetai(i))

end if
smmo(i)=0.0

conm(i)=0.0
end if

300	 continue

c compute mass transfer between mobile and immobile phases

do 150 i=nsoil+1,n
if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0) then

conmold=conm(i)
coniold=coni(i)

c analytical soins to the mass transfer equations:

expfac=1.0-exp(-alpha*(1.0/thetam(i)+1.0/thetai(i))*dt)
coni(i)=coniold+(conmold-coniold)/(1.0+thetai(i)/thetam(i))*

expfac
conm(i)=conmold+(coniold-conmold)/(1.0+thetam(i)/thetai(i))*

expfac

c update nodal solute mass
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smmo(i)=conm(i)*dz(i)*thetam(i)
smim(i)=coni(i)*dz(i)*thetai(i)

end if
150 continue

c compute advection of solute

sol=0.0
swe=0.0
if(nsoil+1 .ne. n)then
do 200 i=nsoil+1,n-1

avel=(u(i)+uo(i))/2.0
avelp=(u(i+1)+uo(i+1))/2.0
admass(i)= (avel*conm(i) - avelp*conm(i+1))*dt/rhol

200	 continue
end if

c no solute advected into top layer

admass(n)= (u(n)+uo(n))*conm(n)*dt/(2.0*rhol)
if(admass(n) .lt. -smmo(n))then

admass(n)= -smmo(i)
admass(n-1)= -admass(n)+(u(n-1)+uo(n-1))*

conm(n-1)*dt/(2.0*rhol)
end if

c add advected solute to each node

do 210 i=nsoil+1,n
if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0)then

smmo(i)=smmo(i)+admass(i)
conm(i)=smmo(i)/dz(i)/thetam(i)

else if(thetai(i) .gt. 0.0)then
smim(i)=smim(i)+admass(i)
coni(i)=smim(i)/dz(i)/thetai(i)

else
smso(i)=smso(i)+admass(i)
cons(i)=smso(i)/dz(i)/thetas(i)

end if
210 continue
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c if snow is gone, advect all the solute out

if(nosnowcover .eq. 1 .and. uo(nsoil+1) .ne. 0.0)then
admass(nsoil+1)=smmo(nsoil+1)+smim(nsoil+1)
smmo(nsoil+1)=0.0
smim(nsoil+1)=0.0

end if

c compute dispersion...

c figure out which nodes are mobile:

mobnum=0
do 310 i=nsoil+1,nd

c node within melt zone:

if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0 .and. thetam(i-1) .gt.
Sc	 0.0 .and. thetam(i+1) .gt. 0.0)then

ismobile(i)=1
mobnum=mobnum+1

c node at bottom of melt zone:

else if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0 .and. thetam(i-1) .1e.
Sc	 0.0 .and. thetam(i+1) .gt. 0.0)then

ismobile(i)=2

c node at top of melt zone:

else if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0 .and. thetam(i-1) .gt.
& 0.0 .and. thetam(i+1) .1e. 0.0)then

ismobile(i)=3

c isolated melt zone:

else if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0 .and. thetam(i-1) .1e.
Sc	 0.0 .and. thetam(i+1) .1e. 0.0)then

ismobile(i)=4

c immobile node
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else if(thetam(i) .le. 0.0)then
ismobile(i)=0

end if
310 continue
C
c decide whether to do dispersion calculation
C

dodisp=0
if(mobnum .gt. mobzone)then

dodisp=1
do 320 i=nsoil+1,n

if(ismobile(i) .eq. 4)then
dodisp=0

else if(ismobile(i) .eq. 1 .and.
&	 ismobile(i+1) .ne. 1 .and. ismobile(i-1)
&	 .ne. 1)then

dodisp=0
end if

320	 continue
end if

c
c zero the soil layers
C

if(dodisp .eq. 1)then
do 325 i=1,nsoil

aa(i,1)=0.0
aa(i,2)=1.0
aa(i,3)=0.0
rhs(i)=0.0

325	 continue
c
c zero the extra layers
C

do 330 i=n+1,nd
aa(i,1)=0.0
aa(i,2)=1.0
aa(i,3)=0.0
rhs(i)=0.0

330	 continue
C
c set up snow nodes:

150

C



do 350 i=nsoil+1,n

c smooth out the concentration front near the wetting
c or drying fronts

if(ismobile(i) .eq. 2)then
conm(i)=(smmo(i)+smmo(i+1))/(dz(i)*thetam(i)+

dz(i+1)*thetam(i+1))
conm(i+1)=conm(i)

endif
if(ismobile(i) .eq. 3)then

conm(i)=(smmo(i)+smmo(i- 1))/(dz(i)*thetam(i)+
dz(i-1)*thetam(i-1))

conm(i-1)=conm(i)
endif

350 continue
nsteps=5
tstep=dt/dble(nsteps)
do 360 j=1,nsteps

do 365 i=nsoil+1,n

c immobile node:

if(ismobile(i) .eq. 0)then
aa(i,1)=0.0
aa(i,2)=1.0
aa(i,3)=0.0
rhs(i)=0.0

c mobile node:

else if(ismobile(i) .eq. 1)then
dc=-disp*u(i)/(thetam(i)*rhol)

s=8.0*dc*tstep/(dz(i-1)+2.0*dz(i)+dz(i+1))
aa(i,1)= -s*cn/(dz(i-1)+dz(i))
aa(i,2)=1.0 + s*cn*(1.0/(dz(i)+dz(i+1)) +

1.0/(dz(i)+dz(i - 1)))
aa(i,3)= -s*cn/(dz(i+1)+dz(i))
rhs(i)=conm(i-1)*(-s*(cn-1.0))/(dz(i-1)+dz(i))+

conm(i)*(1.0+s*(cn-1.0)*(1.0/(dz(i)+dz(i+1))+
1.0/(dz(i)+dz(i-1))))+
conm(i+1)*(-s*(cn-1.0))/(dz(i+1)+dz(i))
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c bottom of mobile zone

else if(ismobile(i) .eq. 2)then
dc=-disp*u(i)/(thetam(i)*rhol)

s=4.0*dc*tstep/(dz(i)+dz(i+1))
aa(i,1)=0.0
aa(i,2)=1.0+s*cn*(2.0/(dz(i)+dz(i+1)))
aa(i,3)=-2.0*cn*s/(dz(i)+dz(i+1))
rhs(i)=conm(i)*(1.0+s*(cn-1.0)*2.0/(dz(i)+dz(i+1)))

-conm(i+1)*2.0*(cn-1.0)*s/(dz(i)+dz(i+1))

c top of mobile zone

else if(ismobile(i) .eq. 3)then
dc=-disp*u(i)/(thetam(i)*rhol)

s=4.0*dc*tstep/(dz(i-1)+dz(i))
aa(i,1)=-2.0*cn*s/(dz(i)+dz(i-1))
aa(i,2)=1.0+s*cn*(2.0/(dz(i)+dz(i-1)))
aa(i,3)=0.0
rhs(i)=conm(i)*(1.0+s*(cn-1.0)*2.0/(dz(i)+dz(i-1)))

-conm(i-1)*2.0*(cn-1.0)*s/(dz(i)+dz(i-1))

c isolated mobile zone

else if(ismobile(i) .eq. 4)then
aa(i,1)=0.0
aa(i,2)=1.0
aa(i,3)=0.0
rhs(i)=0.0

end if
365	 continue

call tridiag(n,aa,conm,rhs)
360	 continue

end if

c update nodal solute mass

smmoold=0.0
smmonew=0.0
smimnew=0.0
smimold=0.0
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tmassold=0.0
tmassnew=0.0
do 375 i=nsoil+1,n

tmassold=tmassold+smmo(i)
smmo(i)=conm(i)*dz(i)*thetam(i)

tmassnew=tmassnew+smmo(i)
375	 continue

c check/adjust/correct mass balance

do 380 i=nsoil+1,n
if(thetam(i) .gt. 0.0 .and. tmassnew .ne. 0.0)then

smmo(i)=smmo(i)+smmo(i)/tmassnew*(tmassold-tmassnew)
endif

380	 continue
end if

c if there's still snow, compute flux from bottom of pack

do 400 i=nsoil+1,n
sol=sol+smmo(i)+smim(i)+smso(i)
swe=swe+bw(i)*dz(i)

write(*,'(i4,2x,i4,9g12.4)') i,ismobile(i),smmo(i),
smim(i),smso(i),
conm(i),coni(i),cons(i),admass(i),nodalmelt(i),
smmo(i)+smim(i)+smso(i)

400 continue
write(*,*)
write(*,'(2x,5g15.7)')

jday+ihour/24.0+imin/1440.0,swe,sol,
-conm(nsoil+1)*u(nsoil+1)*dt/rhol,u(nsoil+1)*dt

return
end
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Appendix B

MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN SNOW PITS.

The data in this appendix are from snow pits dug at Mammoth Mountain, Cali-

fornia, 1992-1996, described in Chapter 3.
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Density
Height (cm) kg M-3

225-215 264
220-210 195
215-205 340
210-200 233
205-195 364
200-190 356
195-185 382
190-180 336
185-175 347
180-170 327
175-165 325
170-160 359
165-155 333
160-150 345
155-145 355
150-140 347
145-135 306
140-130 313
135-125 333
130-120 314
125-115 316
120-110 326
115-105 330
110-100 332
105-95 361
100-90 351
95-85 365
90-80 365
85-75 346
80-70 317
75-65 365
70-60 350
65-55 362
60-50 360
55-45 363
50-40 336
45-35 323
40-30 373
35-25 326
30-20 327
25-15 376
20-10 407
15-5 407

Conductivity
Height (cm) pS cm-1

216-211 4.42
211-206 2.29
206-201 2.21
201-196 1.92
196-191 2.01
191-186 2.33
186-181 2.04
181-175 2.30
175-171 2.36
171-166 2.07
166-161 1.80
161-156 1.86
156-151 1.63
151-146 1.89
146-141 1.69
141-136 -999
136-131 2.45
131-126 2.01
126-121 1.53
121-116 1.68
116-111 1.75
111-106 1.98
106-101 1.56
101-96 1.54
96-91 1.98
91-86 2.44
86-81 5.37
81-76 2.71
76-71 2.07
71-66 1.86
66-61 2.01
61-56 1.77
56-51 4.75
51-46 9.86
46-41 4.90
41-36 2.44
36-31 1.89
31-26 1.69
26-21 2.09
21-16 1.57
16-11 1.78
11-6 1.48
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Table B.1: South snow pit, 3/5/92.



Table B.2: South snow pit, 3/28/92.
Density	 Temperature

Height (cm) kg m-3 Height (cm) °C

156

205-195 367
195-185 295
185-175 305
175-165 317
165-155 409
155-145 395
145-135 389
135-125 377
125-115 374
115-105 377
95 —85 401
85-75 403
75-65 400
65-55 353
55-45 380
45-35 388
35-25 386
25-15 360
15-5 400

190 -2
180 -3
170 -2.5
160 -2.7
150 -3.0
140 -3.5
130 -3.0
120 -3.0
110 -2.8
100 -3.0
90 -2.2
80 -2.4
70 -2.4
60 -2.2
50 -2.0
40 -2.0
30 -2.0
20 -1.8
10 -1.5



Table B.3: South snow pit, 4/8/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 pS cm -1

Temperature
Height (cm)	 °C

217-207 373 215-210 2.49 200 0.0
207-197 427 210-205 3.21 195 0.0
200-190 374 205-200 2.52 185 0.0
190-180 444 200-195 1.97 175 -0.1
180-170 409 195-190 1.81 165 -0.3
170-160 385 190-185 4.45 155 -0.5
160-150 387 185-180 2.90 145 -0.7
150-140 387 180-175 2.32 135 -0.7
140-130 375 175-170 1.60 125 -0.9
130-120 403 170-165 3.06 115 -0.8
120-110 401 165-160 3.03 105 -0.9
110-100 417 160-155 1.69 95 -0.8
100-90 422 155-150 1.44 85 -0.8
90-80 379 150-145 1.72 75 -0.7
80-70 387 145-140 1.41 65 -0.6
70-60 404 140-135 1.29 55 -0.5
60-50 401 135-130 1.74 45 -0.5
50-40 378 130-125 1.44 35 -0.3
40-30 449 125-120 1.54 25 -0.2
30-20 411 120-115 1.66 15 -0.2
20-10 426 115-110 1.60 5 -0.1
10-0 426 110-105 1.18 0 -0.1

105-100 1.38
100-95 1.95
95-90 3.21
90-85 1.37
85-80 2.61
80-75 1.72
75-70 1.89
70-65 4.42
65-60 1.52
60-55 3.70
55-50 7.01
50-45 6.46
45-40 2.53
40-35 3.93
35-30 3.53
30-25 5.89
25-20 1.46
20-15 1.46
15-10 1.54
10-5 2.92
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Table B.4: North snow pit, 4/8/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

137-127 413
127-117 489
117-107 437
107-97 438
97-87 408
87-77 415
77-67 430
67-57 477
57-47 397
47-37 379
37-27 382
27-17 420
17-7 351

Table B.5: South snow pit, 4/15/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

203-193 423
193-183 409
183-173 531
173-163 463
163-153 523
153-143 499
143-133 517
133-123 460
123-113 584
113-103 482
103-93 550
93-83 486
83-73 497
73-63 482
63-53 505
53-43 443
43-33 452
33-23 464
23-13 454
13-3 454
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Table B.6: North snow pit, 4/15/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg m -3

123-113 437
113-103 462
103-93 473
93-83 420
83-73 423
73-63 419
63-53 465
53-43 400
43-33 388
33-23 374
23-13 348
13-3 386
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Table B.7: South snow pit, 4/22/92.
Density	 Conductivity

160

Height (cm) kg ITI -3

180-170 417
170-160 430
160-150 483
150-140 451
140-130 486
130-120 494
120-110 494
110-100 506
100-90 514
90-80 470
80-70 468
70-60 482
60-50 447
50-40 463
40-30 426
30-20 441
20-10 485
10-0 485

Height (cm) pS cm -1

180-175 3.26
175-170 2.63
170-165 1.69
165-160 1.69
160-155 2.06
155-150 1.89
150-145 1.63
145-140 1.83
140-135 1.69
135-130 1.40
130-125 1.52
125-120 1.66
120-115 1.32
115-110 1.54
110-105 1.60
105-100 1.29
100-95 1.60
95-90 1.66
90-85 1.92
85-80 1.66
80-75 1.91
75-70 1.66
70-65 1.57
65-60 1.43
60-55 3.00
55-50 4.92
50-45 2.12
45-40 2.12
40-35 1.63
35-30 1.74
30-25 1.97
25-20 1.80
20-15 1.66
15-10 1.52
10-5 1.57



Table B.8: North snow pit, 4/22/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg m -3

100-90 477
90-80 450
80-70 483
70-60 479
60-50 450
50-40 412
40-30 429
30-20 421
20-10 363
10-5 396

Table B.9: South snow pit, 4/28/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

157-147 481
147-137 492
137-127 509
127-117 502
117-107 491
107-97 508
97-87 499
87-77 483
77-67 424
67-57 472
57-47 486
47-37 453
37-27 396
27-17 484
17-7 518

Table  B.10: North snow pit, 4/28/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

78-68 469
68-58 489
58-48 436
48-38 446
38-28 413
28-18 451
18-8 385
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Table B.11: South snow pit, 5/4/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 pS cm -1

133-123 489 132-127 1.43
123-113 492 127-122 1.23
113-103 517 122-117 1.23
103-93 498 117-112 1.10
93-83 497 112-107 1.15
83-73 469 107-102 1.26
73-63 424 102-97 1.21
63-53 472 97-92 1.29
53-43 419 92-87 1.35
43-33 410 87-82 1.41
33-23 304 82-77 2.00
23-13 459 77-72 1.57
13-3 486 72-67 1.71

67-62 1.43
62-57 1.46
57-52 2.36
52-47 3.26
47-42 2.00
42-37 1.57
37-32 1.43
32-27 1.46
27-22 1.41
22-17 1.57
17-12 1.66
12-7 1.52

Table B.12: North snow pit, 5/4/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg 111-3

50-40 439
40-30 462
30-20 443
20-10 408
11-0 386
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Table  B.13: South snow pit, 5/10/92.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

106-96 496
96-86 548
86-76 486
76-66 500
66-56 486
56-46 512
46-36 455
36-26 495
26-16 480
16-6 550
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Density
Height (cm) kg M-3

450-440 187
440-430 208
430-420 261
420-410 285
410-400 295
400-390 306
390-380 307
380-370 310
370-360 308
360-350 291
350-340 298
340-330 282
330-320 329
320-310 385
310-300 339
300-290 353
290-280 349
280-270 327
270-260 310
260-250 328
250-240 341
240-230 388
230-220 381
220-210 401
210-200 422
200-190 400
190-180 391
180-170 391
170-160 435
160-150 404
150-140 416
140-130 427
130-120 445
120-110 424
110-100 432
100-90 424
90-80 433
80-70 435
70-60 444
60-50 420
50-40 450
40-30 434
30-20 461
20-10 453

Conductivity
Height (cm) pS cm -1

450-430 2.52
430-410 1.94
410-390 2.23
390-370 1.67
370-350 1.70
350-330 2.14
330-310 2.67
310-290 2.88
290-270 1.91
270-250 3.67
250-230 1.88
230-210 1.50
210-190 1.94
190-170 1.17
170-150 1.47
150-130 1.41
130-110 1.44
110-90 1.20
90-70 1.94
70-50 1.76
50-30 2.32
30-10 1.85
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Table B.14: Sou th snow pit, 3/8/93.



Table B.15: North snow pit, 3/11/93.
Density	 Conductivity
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Height (cm) kg na-3
240-230 262
230-220 237
220-210 304
210-200 322
200-190 303
190-180 365
180-170 363
170-160 382
160-150 355
150-140 383
140-130 412
130-120 400
120-110 422
110-100 415
100-90 427
90-80 449
80-70 475
70-60 451
60-50 444
50-40 430
40-30 431
30-20 447
20-10 386

Height (ern) pS an-1

240-220 2.60
220-200 1.95
200-180 2.25
180-160 3.31
160-140 1.48
140-120 1.54
120-100 1.39
100-80 1.98
80-60 1.66
60-40 1.66
40-20 1.36
20-5 2.63



Table B.16: South snow pit, 4/3/93.
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Density
Height (cm) kg IT1-3

0-10 452
10-20 424
20-30 440
30-40 388
40-50 520
50-60 468
60-70 456
70-80 424
80-90 488
90-100 500
100-110 440
110-120 448
120-130 436
130-140 408
140-150 460
150-160 432
160-170 436
170-180 472
180-190 464
190-200 468
200-210 420
210-220 480
220-230 468
230-240 460
240-250 468
250-260 452
260-270 484
270-280 464
280-290 448
290-300 436
300-310 432
310-320 460
320-330 448
330-340 436
340-350 424
350-360 448
360-370 448
370-380 448
380-390 480
390-400 456
400-410 432
410-420 492
420-430 520
430-440 488
440-450 496
450-460 488
460-470 416
470-480 452
480-490 312
490-500 292
500-510 376

Conductivity
Height (cm) /AS cm —I
3-20 2.04
20-40 2.16
40-60 1.49
60-80 1.78
80-100 2.19
100-120 2.25
120-140 1.34
140-160 1.72
160-180 1.99
180-200 2.19
200-220 1.52
220-240 1.55
240-260 1.43
260-280 2.63
280-300 2.60
300-320 2.16
320-340 3.50
340-360 1.93
360-380 2.72
380-400 3.04
400-420 2.60
420-440 3.15
440-460 2.34
460-480 2.13
480-510 1.78



Table B.17: North snow pit, 4/10/93.
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Density
Height (cm) kg M-3

270-260 349
260-250 345
250-240 395
240-230 386
230-220 372
220-210 394
210-200 371
200-190 412
190-180 402
180-170 429
170-160 435
160-150 439
150-140 451
140-130 453
130-120 451
120-110 470
110-100 433
100-90 450
90-80 464
80-70 453
70-60 435
60-50 477
50-40 435
40-30 460
30-20 384
20-10 368

Conductivity
Height (cm) /6 cm- i
270-260 1.99
260-240 2.37
240-220 2.37
220-200 2.29
200-180 2.87
180-160 3.87
160-140 1.90
140-120 1.70
120-100 1.52
100-080 2.37
080-060 1.70
060-040 1.23
040-020 2.34
020-005 1.70



Table B.18: South snow pit, 4/12/93.
Density	 Conductivity
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Height (cm) kg na-3
0-10 290
10-20 314
20-30 297
30-40 341
40-50 358
50-60 388
60-70 382
70-80 404
80-90 378
90-100 419
100-110 372
110-120 389
120-130 408
130-140 419
140-150 403
150-160 381
160-170 381
170-180 398
180-190 404
190-200 399
200-210 394
210-220 419
220-230 416
230-240 426
240-250 428
250-260 456
260-270 425
270-280 443
280-290 417
290-300 430
300-310 419
310-320 455
320-330 433
330-340 447
340-350 438
350-360 425
360-370 436
370-380 448
380-390 427
390-400 436
400-410 437
410-420 450
420-430 454
430-440 465
440-450 455
450-460 485
460-470 398
470-480 415
480-490 405
490-500 405

Height (cm) /IS cm-1

0-20 6.32
20-40 2.04
40-60 2.24
60-80 2.07
80-100 2.63
100-120 1.92
120-140 2.48
140-160 3.16
160-180 2.69
180-200 3.10
200-220 2.04
220-240 2.01
240-260 1.48
260-280 1.33
280-300 1.45
300-320 1.80
320-340 2.27
340-360 1.59
360-380 1.42
380-400 2.09
400-420 2.24
420-440 1.53
440-460 1.95
460-480 2.80
480-500 1.59



Density
Height (cm) kg M-3

290-280 249
280-270 246
270-260 349
260-250 397
250-240 351
240-230 405
230-220 409
220-210 392
210-200 393
200-190 433
190-180 420
180-170 436
170-160 425
160-150 458
150-140 450
140-130 470
130-120 466
120-110 489
110-100 445
100-90 475
90-80 477
80-70 472
70-60 479
60-50 451
50-40 474
40-30 397
30-20 387
20-10 373
12-2 370

Conductivity
Height (cm) pS cm -1

290-270 2.47
270-250 2.65
250-230 3.06
230-210 2.94
210-190 3.03
190-170 2.17
170-150 2.05
150-130 1.99
130-110 1.94
110-90 1.79
90-70 2.38
70-50 2.18
50-30 1.85
30-4 2.29
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Table B.19: North snow pit, 4/19/93.



Table B.20: South snow pit, 4/24/93.
Density	 Conductivity
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Height (cm) kg na-3
0-10 412
10-20 460
20-30 388
30-40 416
40-50 476
50-60 388
60-70 460
70-80 428
80-90 440
90-100 436
100-110 416
110-120 408
120-130 428
130-140 440
140-150 424
150-160 432
160-170 400
170-180 404
180-190 408
190-200 428
200-210 420
210-220 428
220-230 436
230-240 416
240-250 432
250-260 424
260-270 428
270-280 488
280-290 448
290-300 432
300-310 428
310-320 464
320-330 468
330-340 456
340-350 448
350-360 492
360-370 480
370-380 444
380-390 432
390-400 424
400-410 424
410-420 480
420-430 448
430-440 480
440-450 492
450-460 496
460-470 480
470-480 416
480-490 444
490-495 440

Height (cm) uS cm-1

0-20 3.46
20-40 1.96
40-60 2.31
60-80 2.93
80-100 3.08
100-120 2.26
120-140 3.11
140-160 2.26
160-180 3.25
180-200 2.87
200-220 1.70
220-240 1.90
240-260 1.55
260-280 1.11
280-300 1.49
300-320 1.96
320-340 2.43
340-360 1.64
360-380 1.47
380-400 2.72
400-420 2.02
420-440 1.44
440-460 1.73
460-480 2.37
480-500 1.61



Table B.21: North snow pit, 5/3/93.
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Density
Height (cm) kg m-3

230-220 479
220-210 485
210-200 472
200-190 455
190-180 554
180-170 495
170-160 505
160-150 523
150-140 516
140-130 516
130-120 518
120-110 519
110-100 524
100-90 528
90-80 514
80-70 564
70-60 529
60-50 550
50-40 500
40-30 508
30-20 452
20-10 452
14-4 454

Conductivity
Height (cm) pS cm -1

230-210 1.54
210-190 2.03
190-170 1.71
170-150 1.69
150-130 1.98
130-110 1.45
110-90 1.41
90-70 1.64
70-50 2.11
50-30 1.35
30-4 1.70



Density
Height (cm) kg M-3

440-430 408
430-420 475
420-410 523
410-400 526
400-390 525
390-380 514
380-370 502
370-360 532
360-350 508
350-340 473
340-330 496
330-320 558
320-310 524
310-300 527
300-290 500
290-280 532
280-270 520
270-260 517
260-250 510
250-240 478
240-230 511
230-220 478
220-210 51
210-200 493
200-190 509
190-180 532
180-170 536
170-160 523
160-150 536
150-140 536
140-130 549
130-120 512
120-110 545
110-100 516
100-90 571
90-80 553
80-70 532
70-60 535
60-50 536
50-40 522
40-30 485
30-20 430
20-10 427
10-0 -999

Conductivity
Height (cm) AS cm -1

440-420 1.74
420-400 1.57
400-380 2.28
380-360 2.34
360-340 2.28
340-320 1.98
320-300 3.34
300-280 1.71
280-260 2.61
260-240 2.28
240-220 1.36
220-200 1.59
200-180 2.18
180-160 2.16
160-140 1.86
140-120 1.71
120-100 2.00
100-80 2.01
80-60 1.78
60-40 2.37
40-20 2.58
20-3 2.63
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Table B.22: Sou th snow pit, 5/9/93.
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Table B.23: North snow pit, 5/10/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg m -3

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 /6 cm -1

215-205 468 215-195 1.48
205-195 538 195-175 1.65
195-185 543 175-155 1.74
185-175 530 155-135 2.16
175-165 508 135-115 1.71
165-155 513 115-95 1.56
155-145 531 95-75 1.65
145-135 515 75-55 2.10
135-125 496 55-35 1.65
125-115 526 35-15 1.86
115-105 513 15-2 1.62
105-95 524
95-85 508
85-75 546
75-65 531
65-55 553
55-45 522
45-35 507
35-25 529
25-15 452
15-5 457

Table B.24: North snow pit, 5/16/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 0 cm-1

180-170 470 180-160 1.80
170-160 489 160-140 2.29
160-150 512 140-120 1.83
150-140 528 120-100 1.40
140-130 514 100-80 1.32
130-120 525 80-60 1.83
120-110 513 60-40 1.72
110-100 534 40-20 1.54
100-90 505 20-2 1.69
90-80 529
80-70 530
70-60 570
60-50 559
50-40 561
40-30 519
30-20 540
20-10 455
12-2 480



Table B.25: South
Density

snow pit, 5/20/93.
Conductivity
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Height (cm) kg m-3

360-350 488
350-340 546
340-330 528
330-320 538
320-310 536
310-300 554
300-290 550
290-280 543
280-270 562
270-260 561
260-250 584
250-240 552
240-230 572
230-220 552
220-210 563
210-200 567
200-190 582
190-180 567
180-170 562
170-160 574
160-150 576
150-140 562
140-130 575
130-120 586
120-110 552
110-100 583
100-90 575
90-80 568
80-70 568
70-60 572
60-50 577
50-40 584
40-30 533
30-20 530
20-10 750+
12-2 750+

Height (cm) pS cm -1

360-340 1.50
340-320 1.41
320-300 1.50
300-280 1.32
280-260 1.32
260-240 1.27
240-220 1.27
220-200 1.15
200-180 1.27
180-160 1.50
160-140 1.41
140-120 1.18
120-100 1.47
100-80 1.50
80-60 1.27
60-40 1.27
40-20 1.84
20-2 1.73



Table B.26: North snow pit, 5/21/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 /IS cm-

1

150-140 536 150-130 2.85
140-130 510 130-110 1.42
130-120 505 110- 90 1.45
120-110 543 90-70 1.73
110-100 515 70-50 1.70
100-90 535 50-30 1.20
90-80 531 30-3 1.84
80-70 565
70-60 537
60-50 556
50-40 514
40-30 524
30-20 497
20-10 483
12-2 479

Table B.27: North snow pit, 6/1/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

120-110 324
110-100 513
100-90 489
90-80 486
80-70 515
70-60 518
60-50 503
50-40 501
40-30 482
30-20 485
20-10 477
12-2 473
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Density
Height (cm) kg m-3

315-305 277
305-295 338
295-285 531
285-275 517
275-265 515
265-255 546
255-245 542
245-235 495
235-225 501
225-215 512
215-205 513
205-195 537
195-185 511
185-175 518
175-165 537
165-155 529
155-145 556
145-135 534
135-125 541
125-115 543
115-105 561
105-95 545
95-85 565
85-75 530
75-65 544
65-55 548
55-45 533
45-35 517
35-25 509
25-15 528
15-5 750+

Conductivity
Height (cm) pS cm- i

315-295 2.00
295-275 1.56
275-255 1.23
255-235 1.23
235-215 1.29
215-195 1.18
195-175 1.23
175-155 1.21
155-135 1.18
135-115 1.15
115-95 1.50
95-75 1.41
75-55 1.33
55-35 1.53
35-10 1.41
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Table B.28: Sou th snow pit, 6/1/93.



Table B.29: North snow pit, 6/8/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg in-3

120-110 370
110-100 370
100-90 429
90-80 491
80-70 492
70-60 506
60-50 498
50-40 529
40-30 490
30-20 503
20-10 458
12-2 461

Table B.30: South snow pit, 6/8/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 pS cm -1

305-295 400 305-285 3.91
295-285 431 285-265 1.33
285-275 532 265-245 2.22
275-265 539 245-225 1.45
265-255 541 225-205 2.52
255-245 540 205-185 3.17
245-235 528 185-165 1.51
235-225 520 165-145 1.51
225-215 514 145-125 1.24
215-205 504 125-105 2.69
205-195 531 105-85 1.98
195-185 527 85-65 1.78
185-175 537 65-45 2.87
175-165 528 45-25 2.66
165-155 533 25-5 2.60
155-145 531
145-135 538
135-125 532
125-115 537
115-105 518
105-95 520
95-85 525
85-75 516
75-65 521
65-55 504
55-45 510
45-35 483
35-25 446
25-15 529
15-5 750+
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Table  B.31: South snow pit, 6/21/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

210-200 561
200-190 548
190-180 543
180-170 545
170-160 544
160-150 558
150-140 557
140-130 544
130-120 542
120-110 515
110-100 531
100-90 532
90-80 554
80-70 548
70-60 541
60-50 537
50-40 547
40-30 516
30-20 516
20-10 578

Table  B.32: South snow pit, 6/28/93.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

150-140 547
140-130 557
130-120 549
120-110 547
110-100 548
100-90 542
90-80 552
80-70 527
70-60 552
60-50 511
50-40 544
40-30 510
30-20 526
20-10 506
14-4 624
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Table B.33: North snow pit, 3/10/94.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg M-3

Temperature
°C

160-150 206
150-140 267 -0.3
140-130 336 -2.3
130-120 287 -2.6
120-110 314 -2.7
110-100 337 -2.5
100-90 326 -2.4
90-80 356 -2.2
80-70 357 -2.0
70-60 347 -1.9
60-50 353 -1.7
50-40 364 -1.5
40-30 372 -1.3
30-20 287 -1.1
20-10 334 -1.0
13-3 386 -0.8

Table B.34: South snow pit, 3/10/94.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg M-3

Temperature
°C

185-175 194 -0.1
175-165 219 -0.8
165-155 272 -1.4
155-145 293 -1.4
145-135 280 -1.8
135-125 300 -1.9
125-115 310 -1.7
115-105 320 -1.7
105-95 359 -1.6
95-85 355 -1.5
85-75 343 -1.5
75-65 359 -1.4
65-55 365 -1.3
55-45 363 -1.1
45-35 365 -1.0
35-25 317 -0.9
25-15 335 -0.6
15-5 319 -0.5
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Table B.35: North snow pit, 3/29/94. 
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Density
Height (cm) kg M-3

167-157 242
160-150 216
150-140 323
140-130 386
130-120 380
120-110 368
110-100 396
100-90 358
90-80 394
80-70 420
70-60 395
60-50 398
50-40 410
40-30 366
30-20 368
20-10 357
14-4 411

Conductivity
Height (cm) AS cm -1

170— 150 5.67
150-130 4.42
130-110 1.62
110-90 1.77
90-70 3.65
70-50 3.01
50-30 3.17
30-5 2.72



Table B.36: South snow pit, 3/29/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

Temperature
°C

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 AS cm -1

197-187 191 0.0 194-180 4.77
190-180 209 0.0 180-160 5.97
180-170 277 -2.0 160-140 1.92
170-160 292 -2.0 140-120 1.57
160-150 329 -1.5 120-100 2.36
150-140 360 -1.5 100-80 2.12
140-130 382 -1.5 80-60 2.12
130-120 391 -1.0 60-40 2.47
120-110 360 -1.0 40-20 3.40
110-100 405 -1.0 20-0 2.15
100-90 407 -0.5
90-80 400 0.0
80-70 413 -0.5
70-60 405 -0.5
60-50 397 -0.5
50-40 360 -0.5
40-30 340 -0.5
30-20 330 -0.5
20-10 338 0.0
15-5 391 0.0

Table B.37: North snow pit, 4/5/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

Temperature
°C

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 AS cm -1

143-130 403 422 140-120 3.07
130-120 375 392 120-100 2.32
120-110 345 327 100-80 2.72
110-100 385 385 80-60 2.02
100-90 451 407 60-40 2.95
90-80 410 368 40-20 2.64
80-70 390 397 20-0 2.94
70-60 398 382
60-50 429 404
50-40 378 414
40-30 449 440
30-20 319 320
20-10 348 360
10-0 383
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Table B.38 : South snow pit, 4/5/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

Temperature
°C

Conductivity
Height (cm)	 AS cm -1

172-160 372 -1.7 140-120 3.07
160-150 344 -1.3 120-100 2.32
150-140 375 -0.4 100-80 2.72
140-130 393 -0.3 80-60 2.02
130-120 422 -0.3 60-40 2.95
120-110 436 -0.4 40-20 2.64
110-100 433 -0.4 20-0 2.94
100-90 464 -0.4
90-80 431 -0.4
80-70 411 -0.4
70-60 404 -0.4
60-50 489 -0.4
50-40 437 -0.4
40-30 357 -0.4
30-20 391 -0.4
20-10 410 -0.4
10-0 600

Table B.39: North snow pit, 4/13/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

Temperature
°C

160-150 332 0.0
150-140 390 -0.2
140-130 448 -0.2
130-120 460 -0.2
120-110 440 -0.3
110-100 419 -0.3
100-90 395 -0.3
90-80 403 -0.3
80-70 407 -0.3
70-60 406 -0.3
60-50 422 -0.3
50-40 421 -0.3
40-30 351 -0.3
30-20 362 -0.3
20-10 394 -0.3
11-1 385 -0.4



Table  B.40: South snow pit, 4/13/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

210-200 242
200-190 307
190-180 276
180-170 324
170-160 368
160-150 369
150-140 429
140-130 381
130-120 424
120-110 409
110-100 425
90-80 418
80-70 444
70-60 444
60-50 449
50-40 422
40-30 344
30-20 355
20-10 338
15-5 375

Table  B.41: North snow pit, 4/19/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

130-120 463
120-110 418
110-100 505
100-90 416
90-80 451
80-70 429
70-60 500
60-50 441
50-40 442
40-30 379
30-20 390
20-10 415
12-2 392
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Table B.42: South snow pit, 4/19/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

170-160 448
160-150 435
150-140 448
140-130 446
130-120 465
120-110 452
110-100 458
100-90 475
90-80 444
80-70 468
70-60 490
60-50 493
50-40 483
40-30 422
30-20 372
20-10 367
12-2 455

Table  B.43: North snow pit, 4/27/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

134-124 188
124-114 187
114-104 399
104-94 375
94-84 277
84-74 400
74-64 435
64-54 453
54-44 483
44-34 394
34-24 361
24-14 392
14-4 410
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Table  B.44: South snow pit, 4/27/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

210-200 156
200-190 195
190-180 169
180-170 261
170-160 251
160-150 283
150-140 366
140-130 401
130-120 410
120-110 414
110-100 434
100-90 469
90-80 442
80-70 444
70-60 440
60-50 452
50-40 445
40-30 367
30-20 391
20-10 358
12-2 411

Table B.45: North snow pit, 5/3/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg 111-3

113-103 459
103-93 449
93-83 436
83-73 440
73-63 455
63-53 455
53-43 451
43-33 379
33-23 369
23-13 394
13-3 403
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Table B.46: South snow pit, 5/3/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

179-169 388
170-160 379
160-150 343
150-140 375
140-130 413
130-120 422
120-110 452
110-100 481
100-90 425
90-80 456
80-70 439
70-60 426
60-50 488
50-40 461
40-30 413
30-20 372
20-10 390
12-2 443

Table  B.47: North snow pit, 5/11/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

96-86 434
90-80 444
80-70 464
70-60 474
60-50 489
50-40 481
40-30 380
30-20 409
20-10 408
11-1 428
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Table  B.48: South snow pit, 5/11/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

160-150 439
150-140 389
140-130 446
130-120 430
120-110 462
110-100 477
100-90 498
90-80 441
80-70 413
70-60 436
60-50 453
50-40 482
40-30 373
30-20 451
20-10 359
11-1 459

Table  B.49: North snow pit, 5/17/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg M-3

70-60 378
60-50 429
50-40 433
40-30 436
30-20 434
20-10 424
11-1 413

Table  B.50: South snow pit, 5/17/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

130-120 216
120-110 406
110-100 437
100-90 466
90-80 434
80-70 439
70-60 478
60-50 463
50-40 453
40-30 355
30-20 387
20-10 355
12-2 444
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Table  B.51: North snow pit, 5/24/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

62-52 457
52-42 455
42-32 437
32-22 444
22-12 455
12-2 445

Table  B.52: South snow pit, 5/24/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg rn-3

113-103 519
103-93 503
93-83 483
83-73 444
73-63 442
63-53 500
53-43 489
43-33 477
33-23 384
23-13 418
13-3 438

Table  B.53: South snow pit, 5/30/94.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

65-55 481
55-45 504
45-35 431
35-25 409
25-15 401
15-5 400
11-1 414
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Table B.54: South snow pit, 5/17/95.
Density

Height ( cm) kg m 3
615-605 306
605-595 338
595-585 497
585-575 494
575-565 542
565-555 489
555-545 444
545-535 488
535-525 483
525-515 462
515-505 481
505-495 430
495-485 488
485-475 440
475-465 432
465-455 489
455-445 420
445-435 447
435-425 448
425-415 425
415-405 436
405-395 428
395-385 457
385-375 445
375-365 442
365-355 437
355-345 420
345-335 453
335-325 445
325-315 418
315-305 473
305-295 442
295-285 459
285-275 465
275-265 449
265-255 445
255-245 439
245-235 423
235-225 455
225-215 463
215-205 464
205-195 495
195-185 462
185-175 484
175-165 440
165-155 459
155-145 445
145-135 456
135-125 452
125-115 465
115-105 460
105-95 487
95-85 430
85-75 478
75-65 470
65-55 491
55-45 474
45-35 493
35-25 465
25-15 477
15-5 417
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Table B.55: South snow pit, 6/1/95.
Density

Height (cm) kg 111-3

530-520 496
520-510 560
510-500 519
500-490 530
490-480 503
480-470 574
470-460 546
460-450 552
450-440 489
440-430 462
430-420 499
420-410 495
410-400 510
400-390 539
390-380 497
380-370 555
370-360 537
360-350 551
350-340 497
340-330 516
330-320 483
320-310 515
310-300 504
300-290 520
290-280 587
280-270 533
270-260 510
260-250 595
250-240 538
240-230 534
230-220 536
220-210 537
210-200 596
200-190 551
190-180 565
180-170 567
170-160 555
160-150 595
150-140 614
140-130 553
130-120 534
120-110 586
110-100 565
100-90 597
90-80 592
80-70 597
70-60 597
60-50 575
50-40 567
40-30 569
30-20 597
20-10 567
10-0 910
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Table B.56: South snow pit, 6/1/95.
Density

Height (cm) kg m-3

480-470 488
470-460 460
460-450 537
450-440 475
440-430 453
430-420 453
420-410 441
410-400 453
400-390 460
390-380 485
380-370 596
370-360 538
360-350 509
350-340 514
340-330 504
330-320 527
320-310 535
310-300 528
300-290 598
290-280 454
280-270 476
270-260 512
260-250 545
250-240 500
240-230 511
230-220 552
220-210 577
210-200 618
200-190 573
190-180 607
180-170 587
170-160 551
160-150 590
150-140 576
140-130 570
130-120 569
120-110 582
110-100 572
100-90 605
90-80 561
80-70 567
70-60 589
60-50 560
50-40 586
40-30 567
30-20 573
20-10 653
10-0 653
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Table 13.57: South snow pit, 6/6/95.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg rn-3 kg In-3
450-440 536 531
440-430 540 497
430-420 500 502
420-410 512 507
410-400 532 496
400-390 549 530
390-380 530 518
380-370 560 588
370-360 597 537
360-350 517 518
350-340 523 518
340-330 509 525
330-320 547 542
320-310 535 559
310-300 523 562
300-290 521 567
290-280 523 511
280-270 531 517
270-260 546 594
260-250 563 566
250-240 539 560
240-230 504 588
230-220 534 533
220-210 544 500
210-200 501 503
200-190 559 547
190-180 560 570
180-170 549 565
170-160 547 560
160-150 498 562
150-140 508 538
140-130 494 494
130-120 528 518
120-110 538 548
110-100 542 566
100-90 529 539
90-80 528 557
80-70 535 516
70-60 507 503
60-50 539 540
50-40 561 538
40-30 545 575
30-20 544 579
20-10 550 550
10-0 550 550
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Table B.58: South snow pit, 6/14/95.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg m-3 kg m-3

450-440 536 531
440-430 540 497
430-420 500 502
420-410 512 507
410-400 532 496
400-390 549 530
390-380 530 518
380-370 560 588
370-360 597 537
360-350 517 518
350-340 523 518
340-330 509 525
330-320 547 542
320-310 535 559
310-300 523 562
300-290 521 567
290-280 523 511
280-270 531 517
270-260 546 594
260-250 563 566
250-240 539 560
240-230 504 588
230-220 534 533
220-210 544 500
210-200 501 503
200-190 559 547
190-180 560 570
180-170 549 565
170-160 547 560
160-150 498 562
150-140 508 538
140-130 494 494
130-120 528 518
120-110 538 548
110-100 542 566
100-90 529 539
90-80 528 557
80-70 535 516
70-60 507 503
60-50 539 540
50-40 561 538
40-30 545 575
30-20 544 579
20-10 550 550
10-0 550 550
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Table 13.59: South snow pit, 6/23/95.
Density

Height (on)	 kg rn-3 kg rn-3
420-410 459 496
410-400 523 527
400-390 521 508
390-380 530 540
380-370 554 564
370-360 531 524
360-350 551 518
350-340 540 566
340-330 541 526
330-320 540 567
320-310 557 534
310-300 531 555
300-290 623 595
290-280 563 520
280-270 532 518
270-260 572 564
260-250 570 637
250-240 547 566
240-230 556 581
230-220 560 520
220-210 575 583
210-200 533 578
200-190 619 575
190-180 555 573
180-170 596 597
170-160 550 557
160-150 541 555
150-140 606 558
140-130 543 585
130-120 585 560
120-110 560 526
110-100 559 563
100-90 565 545
90-80 570 600
80-70 558 537
70-60 559 581
60-50 555 533
50-40 567 580
40-30 566 558
30-20 572 584
20-10 560 560
10-0 560 560
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Table B.60: South snow pit, 7/4/95.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg m-3 kg M-3

320-330 489 502
309-319 499 497
298-308 504 500
287-297 536 576
276-286 498 534
265-275 524 497
254-264 566 538
243-253 527 530
232-242 501 494
221-231 503 506
210-220 535 545
200-210 558 542
190-200 574 536
180-190 537 535
170-180 508 518
160-170 530 533
150-160 526 527
140-150 509 504
130-140 550 547
120-130 559 552
110-120 532 544
100-110 562 541
90-100 521 560
80-90 561 551
70-80 564 564
60-70 539 568
50-60 563 566
40-50 553 545
30-40 539 542
20-30 565 569
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Table B.61: South snow pit, 7/21/95.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg I11 -3 kg m-3

170-180 553 530
160-170 545 558
150-160 537 562
140-150 540 534
130-140 593 575
120-130 549 544
110-120 562 551
100-110 580 552
90-100 553 564
80-90 554 582
70-80 565 550
60-70 575 560
50-60 557 567
40-50 569 568
30-40 549 564
20-30 569 566
10-20 583 592
0-10 685 693

Table B.62: South snow pit, 7/31/95.
Density

Height (cm)	 kg 111 -3 kg 111 -3

75-85 560 553
70-80 540 535
60-70 563 553
50-60 552 563
40-50 591 571
30-40 578 561
20-30 576 577
10-20 561 574
0-10 690 660
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Appendix C

MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN LYSIMETERS.

The plots in this appendix summarize the lysimeter data collected at Mammoth

Mountain, California, 1992-1996, described in Chapter 3.
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Figure C.1: Hourly meltwater discharge and electrical conductivity.
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Figure C.3: Hourly meltwater discharge and electrical conductivity.
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Figure C.5: Hourly meltwater discharge and electrical conductivity.
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Figure C.6: Hourly meltwater discharge and electrical conductivity.
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Figure C.7: Hourly meltwater discharge and electrical conductivity.
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